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SOME PROXIMITY RELATIONS IN A PROBABILISTIC METRIC SPACE(*) 

C. Alsina and E. Trilias 

O. I NTRODUCT I ON. 

Proximities in a probabilistic metric spacehave been studied pre
viously by R. Fritsche [3], Gh. Constantin and V. Radu 12J and A.Leog 
te [4]. In this paper we introduce, using sorne results concerning o~ 
der and weak convergences [1], a family oi semi-proximities 

{6~; ~ E 6+} analyzing when they are Efremovi~-proximities and rela-

ting the induced closure operators {CI) ; I{! E 6+} to those oi Ro Tar-
~ 

diff [8] and B. Schweizer [7]. In the last section we exhibit a uni-
form topology where the neighborhood of a point p is precisely the 

closure of {pI in the topology generated by C~ . 
"~ 

1. PRELIMINARIES. 

Let 6+ be the set of all one-dimensional positive distribution func

tions, Le., let 

6+ = {F: R .... [0,1]; F(O) = O, F is non-decreasing and left-continuous}. 

~+ has a partial order, namely, F ~ G iff F(x) ~ G(x), for every x. 

(6+ ,..;) is a complete lattice with minimum element Eoo(X) 

every x, and maximum element the step functlon given by 

{
O, for x ..; O , 

EO{X) = 
: 1 , for x > O 

O, for 

(1. 1) 

It is well known that weak convergence (w-lim Fn) . in 6+ is metriza-
n"''''' 

ble by the modified Lévy metric l introduced by Sibley [6] . 

(*) Presented at the INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OE' MATHEMATICIANS, Hel
sinki, Finland 1978. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. A triangle function is a two-place function T from 
",+ x ",+ into ",+ such that, for all F, G and H in "'+, 

i) T(F,E a) = F, 

ii) T(F,G) ~ T(F,H) whenever G ~ H, 

iii) T(F,T(G,H)) = T(T(F,G),H), 

iv) T(F,G) = T(G,F). 

A triangle function T is continuous if it is a continuous function 
from ",+ x ",+ into "'+, where ",+ is indowed with the .c-metric topology 

and ",+ x ",+ with the product topology. For a complete study of the fun 

damental topological semigroups ("'+,T) see [6]. 

DEFINITION 1.2. A probabilistic me trie spaee (briefly, a PM-space) is 
an ordered pair (S,I') , where S is a set, and F is a mapping from S x S 

into ",+ such that for all p,q,r E S: 

1) F(p,q) 

11) F(p,q) 

Ea iff p=q, 

F(q,p) , 

lI!) T(F(p,q),F(q,r)) .;;; F(p,r). 

If F satisfies just (1) and (11) we say that (S,F) is a semi-PM space. 

The function F(p,q) is denoted by F ,and F (x), for x> 0, is in-
pq pq 

terpreted as the probability that the distance between p and q is less 

than X. 

We collect some definitions "about proximities which will be used in the 

sequel. For a complete survey of proximities see [51. 

DEFINITION 1.3. Let X be a set and o a binary relation on P(X), the 

power set of X. o is a semi-proximity if satisfies, for A, B and e 
subsets of X, the following conditions: 

1) 0 " A, 

2) If AnB" 0 then AoB, 

3) A o B implies B o A, 

4) Ao CB U e), if and only if A /) B or A o C. 

A semi-proximity /) is cal1ed an EfremoviCJ proximity if verifies the ad 
ditional axiom: 

5) A" B implies there exists E e X such that E" B and (X-E) lA. 

A semi-proximity o is said to be separated if 

6) a o b implies a=b. 
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a) CIl (0) = 0, 

b) CIl(A) ~ A, for every A E P(X), 

c) CIl(AUB) = CoCA) UCIl(B) for al1 A,B E P(X), 

i.e., CIl is a Cech c10sure operator which is a Kuratowski c10sure 
(Co(Co(A)) = CoCA) for every A E P(X)) whenever o is an Efremovic 
proximity. So o provides a topology on X called the topoZogy induced 

by o. The topological spaces whose tcpo10gies can be derived in this 
way from proximities are ca11ed ppoximizabZe. 

Fina11y, we summarize sorne definitions and theorems about order and 
weak convergences (see [1]). 

The supremums and infimums of two functions F,G E ~+, in the 1attice 
(~+,.;;;) wil1 be denoted, respective1y, by F v G and FA G. 

DÉFINITION 1.4. (a) A non-decreasing (resp., non-increasing) sequence 

(Gn) in ~+ is opdep convergent to G E ~+ , if and on1y if 
ex> ex> 

G = V Gn (resp., G fI Gn) . (b) A sequence (Fn) in ~+ is order 
n=l n=l 

convergent to F E ~+ (F = o-lim 
n-+-co 

Fn)' if and on1y if there exist 

sequences (Gn) and (Hn) such that (Gn) is non-decreasing with V 
n=l 

= F, (Hn) is non-increasing with fI H = F, and for a11 n E N 
n=l n 

Gn .;;; Fn .;;; Hn' The order 1imit is unique. 

two 

G 
n 

is 

THEOREM 1.1. Let (Fn) be a sequence in ~+ and F E ~+. Then we have: 

i) F = o-lim F iff 1im Fn(x) = F(x), fop aZZ x E R+ (pointwise con 
n-+oo n n-+-oo 

vepgence); 

ii) If F = o-lim F th F w l' F n-+-ex> n' en = - n!: n !-lim Fn , but the pecippocaZ 
n-+-co 

does not hoZd in genepaZ; 

iii) If F = w-1im Fn and F is continuous or (Fn) is non-decpeasing 
n-+-co 

then F = o-lim Fn' 
n-+-co 

THEOREM 1.2. (Weak version of Everett diagonal condition in ~+). Let 

(F~)(n,k) e:NxN be a coZZection ofsequences in ~+. Zet (Fn) be a se

quence in ~+ and F E ~+. If F hasat most a finite set of disconti

nuities. F = o-lim Fu. and fop each n E N F = o-lim F: • then thepe 
n-+-oo ~ n k+oo 

exists a strictZy incpeasing sequence of integeps 

k1 < k2 < ... < kn < ... in N, such that F - o 11'm Fn 
- - k • 

n-+-oo n 
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2. A FAHILY OF PROXIMITIES IN A PH-SPACE. 

Let (S,F) be a semi-PM space. For each ~ E ~+ we define a binary re
lation 6~ on peS) in the following way, for A,B E peS), 

"A 6~ B iff there exists a sequence ((an,bn))ne:N in A x B such that 

V' = o-lim (~A F )". 
n+co 8nb n 

When A 6~ B we will say that A and B have a ~-proximity. 

THEOREM 2.1. 6~ is a semi-ppoximity. 

The ~ech closure induced by 6~ will be: 

C6 (A) ={x E S; 3 (an) eA: ~= o-lim (~AF )}. 
~ n"''' X8n 

THEOREM 2.2. If T is aontinuous. T(~,~) = ~ and ~ is aontinuous in R+, 
then C6 is a Kupatowski aZosupe. 

~ 

Ppoof. If x E C6 (C6 (A)) there is (xn) e C6 (A) such that 
~ ~ ~ 

o-lim (~AF ) =~. For each n E N, xn E C6 (A), Le., there exists 
n"''''' xXn . ~ 

a sequence (a~)k N e A such thato-lim (~A F n) = ~. By Theorem 1.2 
e: k"''' X n 8 k 

there exists an increas1ng sequence of integers (kn)ne:N such that 

Using the continuity of T and ~, we have o-lim Hn = T(~,~) = ~ , and 
n"''''' 

by the triangle inequality Hn ~ FX8~n and Hn ~ T(~,~) = ~, we will ob 

i.e., x E C6 (A). 
~ 

,..; ~ which in turn implies o-lim (~A F n) 
n"''' X8kn 

The following example shows that the strong hypothesis ~ 
sumed aboye, is really necessary. 

~, 

EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider thePM-space (R+,e:lx_YI'*) and ~ = U1 . The con 
2,1 

volution * is continuous [6] and has no idempotents different from e:O 

and e:"". It is easy to see that 

(O)) because [0,1] e C6 
U1 
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In order to analyse the special case ~ 

lemma. 

EO we recall the following 

LEMMA 2.1. Let I be any set of indices and let {F i ; i E I} be in ~+. 
The following statements are equivalent: 

ii) For any E E (0,1) there exists i E I such that Fi(E) > 1-E; 

iii) For any E E (0,1)there exists i E I such that l(Fi,EOJ < E; 

iv) There is a countable subset J of I such that i~J Fi = EO· 

Then the Efremovi~ proximity 0E can be presented in the following 
O 

ways: 

"A o B iff V Fab = EO iff for every E,).. > ° there is 
EO (a,b)EAxB 

(a,b) E AxB such that Fab(E) > 1-),," 

and 

{y E S; F (E) > 1-)"} are the neigborhood of the clas
xy 

sical E,)..-topology for these spaces, i.e., the E,)..-topology is proxi

mizable by 0E . 
O 

THEOREM 2.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2, the topological sp~ 

ce (S,Co~) is compZetely regular. 

In a PM-space (S,F,,) and for a fixed ~ E ~+, Schweizer [7] has intro 

duced the next relation in peS): 

"A 1~ B iff there exists. (a,b) E AxB such that Fab ;;. ~", and when 

A 1~ B, A and B are said to be indistinguishable (mod.~). 

We note that 1~ is a semi-proximity weaker than o~, in the sense that 

A 1~ B implies A o~ B, Le., indistinguishability (mod.~) yields 

~-proximity. The reciprocal does not hold, in general. 

EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the PM-space (R+,E,*), where E 
pq 

for 

all p,q E R+. Let k > O and ~ = Ek. Take A = [0,1) and B = (1+k,+oo) .. 

Taking for each n E N, an = 1-1/n E A and bn = 1+k+1/n E B, we have 

0- lim ( E k 1\ E I a _ b I J = O -lim E 
n+ClO n n n+oo k~ 

n 

Le:, A 0E B but A J:'E B because for all (a,b) E AxB we have 
. k k 

Ela_bl < Ek· 

Recently, Tardiff has introduced [8] for ~ E ~+ a closure operator de 
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fined by 

C<{J (A) 

being 

{x E S; (V hE (0,1J)(3 a a(h) E A) such that Fh ;;" <{J} , xa 

Fh (t) xa 
j o if t~O, 

rnin(Fxa (t+h)+h,1), if 

if t > 1/h • 

t E (0,1 Ih] , 

The serni-proxirnity T<{J defined by 

"A T<{J B iff C<{J (A) n C<{J(B) ". (/j", 

is stronger than 1<{J because if A 1<{J B then there is (a,b) E A x B such 

h that Fab ;;" <{J and for all h > 0, Fab ;;" Fab ;;" <{J , i.e., A T<{J B. The re-

ciprocal does not hold, in general. 

EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the PM-space of exarnple 2.1, and the sarne <{J =Ek, 
k > O. Let A = [0,1). Then Cl (A) = [0, 1+k) e C (A). But 1+k E CEk (A) 

Ek Ek 

f (J h _h;:;. because, or any h E 0,1 , taking 1-h E A we have El+k-l+h - Ek+h ~ 

{1+k} TE A 
k 

but {1+k} ~E A". 
k 

Finally we rernark that for <{J = Ea' TE 
a 

for any <{J and p E S: Ca ({p}) = C¡ ({p}) 
<{J <{J 

0E is the E,A-proxirnity and 
a 

= C,n ( {p}) = {q E S; F ;;" <{J } , 
'Y pq 

and this set is exactly the class of p in the partition of S induced 

by the equivalence relation of indistinguishability (rnod.<{J) introdu
ced in [7J • 

3. A PROXIMITY INDUCED BY AN UNIFORMITY. 

DEFINITION 3.1. A triangular function T is said to be radiaal if for 
any F E b+-{E O} there exists G E b+-{EO} such that F < T(G,G) < EO' 

THEOREM 3.1. If T ;;" * then T is radiaal. 

Proof. We need to show that for any F < Ea there is G < Ea such that 

G*G > F. In effect, if F = Ek for sorne k > ° then taking G = Ek/4 we 

have G*G = Ek/2 > Ek' If F < Ek for sorne k > ° then the sarne G yields 

the sarne conclusion. So we can suppose that there is an interval (O,k) 

such that F(x) > O for x E CO,k). Let 

if x ~ O, 

H(x) 
.;,c " 
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Obviously F(x) .;; +IF"(X) .;; +/F(2x) for x > O, and consequentIy F .;; H. 
If F(x) = H(x) for all x> ° then F(x) = IF"(X) and F(x)(F(x)-l) = O, 
i.e., there would exist k ' > ° such that F(x) = Ekl, which is a con
tradiction. So F < H and there is a t > ° such that ° < F(t) < H(t) < 
< 1. Let 

J H(x) 
G (x) = l 

if x';; t, 

if x > t. 

G > H and a straightforward computation shows that F .;; H*H. By the 
strict isotony of *, F .;;H*H < G*G < EO' 

Let (S,F,T) be a PM-space. For any F E ~+~{EO}' let 
U(F) = {(p,q) E S x S; F > F}. pq 

THEOREM 3.2. If T is radicaZ then the coZZeation {U(F); F E ~+-{EO}} 
is a basis for a diagonaZ separated uniformity U on S. 

Proof. Obviously ~s = {(p,p); p E S} e U(F) and U(F) = U(F)-l,for 

any F < EO' If F,G < EO and being T radical there is G < EO such that 
F < T(G,G) < EO' Then U(G) o U(G) e U(F) because if (p,r) E U(G) o U(G), 
there is q E S such that (p,q) E"U(G) and (q,r) E U(G). By the trian
gle inequality F ~ T(F ,F ) ~ T(G,G) > F, so (p,q) E U(F). Finally 

pr pq qr 

note that U is separated because n U(F) ~S' 
FU,+-{EO} 

COROLLARY 3.1. The topoZogy generated by U is metrizabZe. 

Proof. Consider the countable family {at,t l ; t,t l E (0,1) n Q} e 6+, 

where 

a t , t I (x) 1 
° , if x.;; 0, 

tI if ° < x .;; t, 
1 if x>t. 

If U E U, there is F < EO such that U(F) e U. Being F < EO there exists 
t E (0,1) n Q suth that F(t) < 1. Let tI E (F(t),l). Then F < at,t l 

and U(F) ~ U(at,t l ), i.e., {U(at,t l ); t,t l E (0,1) n Q} is a·countable 

basis for U. We apply then Weyl theorem. 

The topology generated by U can be described by the family N(U) 

= {Np(F); F E 6+~{EO}' P E S}, where each neighborhood Np(F) is given 

by 
{q E S; Fpq > F} C1 ({p}), 

F 

i.e., Np(F) is precisely the closure of {p} by C1 ,Ca or CF, in 
F F 

other words, if q E Np(F) then q is indistinguishable (mod.F) of p. 

The uniformity U induces a proximity 0U defined on peS) by: 

"A ¡gu B iff for sorne F < EO' Np(F) n B = 0, for all p E A". 
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Applying a well known result of proximity theory we obtain that the 

topology inducedby 0u is the uniform topology. We remark that this 
topology is exactly the topology TF obtained when considering the PM
space as generalized metric space [9]. 
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SUMMARY. Under the assumption of mono tone and convex preferences, com
pensated demand correspondences are singled-valued on a dense, full' 
subset of the price domain, and the Slutsky' equation holds for a dense, 
full subset of price variations. 

La presente nota, que dedico afectuosa y respetuosamente al profesor 
doctor Luis A. Santaló, se propone aclarar un aspecto de las corres
pondencias de demanqa que no ha sido dilucidado en la literatura so
bre el tema. 

Partimos de supuestos normales en la teoria económica del consumo: 

HIPOTESIS. EZ conjunto de consumo es R2. Las ppefepencias deZ consumi

dop estdn peppesentadas poP un ppeopden compZeto y son continuas. co~ 

ve~as y estpictamente mon6tonas. EZ ingpeso deZ consumidop y Zos ppe

cios de Zos n bienes son positivos. 

Procedemos del siguiente modo. Tomamos cualquier variedad de indifere!! 
cia 

{x E R2 I U(x) - c} 

donde c es un número real. En virtud de la Hipótesis expresada obtene
mos una función explicita 

Xl = F(x2 ,···.xn ) , 

que extendemos a todo Rn - I atribuyéndole el valor + .. en los d'emás pun
tos. 

Elegimos el bien 1 como numerario (PI = 1) Y llamamosq al vector 
(P2, ..• ,Pn)' donde Pi es el precio del bien i en unidades del bien 1. 

Las propiedades de F, de su conjugada F* y de sus respectivos mapas 
,subdiferenciales aF y aF* se describen en la siguiente proposición. 

LEMA. (a) F es conve~a ppopia y ceppada; 

(b) ~q E aF(x2 , .•• ,xn) si y soZo si (x2'-.•. ,xn) E aF*(-q); 

(c) (x2' ... ,xn) = aF*(-q) si y soZo siF* es difepenciabZe en -q. 
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Demostración. Resulta inmediatamente de los hechos postulados en la Hi 
pótesis por aplicación de proposiciones de análisis convexo (cf. Rocka 
fellar, [5], Teorema 12.2, Corolario 23.5.1 Y Teorema 25.1). 

Pasamos ahora a las correspondencias de demanda. Agregamos los siguie~ 
tes símbolos: 1, ingreso del consumidor; ~, correspondencia de demanda 

individual no compensada; a, correspondencia de demanda individual com 
pensada. 

TEOREMA 1. Con x fija, los vectores de precios en los cuales a(p;x) 

contiene un solo punto forman un subconjunto denso deZ conjunto de to

dos Zos vectores de precios. El complemento de dicho sub~onjunto es de 

medida nula. 

Demostración. a(p;x) consta de un ónico elemento si y solo si la res
pectiva F* es diferenciable en -q, de acuerdo con el Lema anterior. 

De este hecho se desprende lo afirmado por el Teorema. teniendo en 
cuenta las propiedades generales de diferenciabilidad de funcione~ con 

vexas propias (v. Rockafellar, [5], Teorema 25.5). 

Una manera alternativa de probar el Teorema consiste en deducirlo de 
la semicontinuidad superior del mapa subgradiente, propiedad estudiada 

por Moreau [2] . 

TEOREMA 2. Los pares (p,p+~p) que satisfacen la ecuación de Slutsky 

constituyen un subconjunto denso del conjunto de todos los pares de 

vectores de precios. El complemento de dicho subconjunto as de medida 

nula (cf. [4]). 

Demostración. Dado el ingreso 1 y los precios iniciales p, sea un in
cremento ~p. Introducimos un selector arbitrario 

s: ~(p,I) ~ s~(p,I) E~(p,I) , 

y consideramos la descomposición: 

~(p +Ap,I) - ~(p,I) = ~(p +Ap,I) - a(p+~p,s~(p,I)) + 

+ a(p+Ap,s~(p.I)) - ~(p,I) , 

que equivale a la ecuación de Slutsky en la forma de incrementos fini
tos (Nikaido, [3], capítulo VI; El lis , [1]). 

La descomposición indicada es posible si y solo si a(p+~p,s~(p,I)) co~ 
tiene un ónico elemento. Basta entonces aplicar el Teorema 1 para con

cluir la demostración. 
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Selfadjoint operators in Hilbert space can be synthetized out of orthogS!. 

nal projectors by the process of for~ing the integral s of numerical 

functions with respect to an increasing one-parameter family of proje~ 

torso To be viable such a mechanism - known as spectral synthesis - r~ 

quires from projectors a certain number of algebraic properties. Not 

long ago I have shown [7,8,91 that these properties subsist if the 

class of linear projectors is enlarged so as to include projectors on 

closed convex cones, conceived as nearest point mappings, and thus I 

was able to synthetize a new class of operators, mostly nonlinear. But 

then, having freed the spectral theory from its original confinement 

I was faced with the question of how far one can go on extending it. Por 

instance, would it be valid in spaces other than Hilbert space? It is 

precisely to this question that I am addressing myself in this paper, 

beginning with the study of projectors in reflexive Banach spaces. A 

first basic question is to decide what projectors on convex sets 

should be. Nearest point mappings certainly do not qualify, as they 

form an unruly class devoid of any algebraic structure, nor does any 

class of operators mapping the space into itself, since for these ma

ny of the required properties do not even make sense. This realized, 

one is led to the view that projectors must be mappings, perhaps multi 

valued, acting from the dual into the space, view which in Hilbert 

space is thoroughly concealed by the standard identification of the 

space with its dual. At this stage a choice offers itself in a most 
natural way: The projector on a closed convex set K in a real reflexi 

ve Banach space X is the mapping PK: X* -+ 2X assigning to each 

x* E X* the set of points minimizing } "x*"2 + } "x"2 - (x*,x) over K. 

A series of familiar looking results soon brings out the certainty of being on 
the right track. So reassured, 1 have proceeded to investigate these 

new mathematical objects, not so much on their own right but rather as 

possible instruments for the spectral theory. My results are inconclu-

Sponsored by the United States Army under Contract No.DAAG29-75-C-0024. 
'T' • .. 
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sive as they failed to prove or disprove a couple of essential points. 
It is however apparent that the very existence of an increasing fami

ly of projectors requires from the space a good deal of Hilbert space 
structure, and therefore that there is not much occasion for the spe~ 
tral theory to take place in a reflexive space chosen at random. 

§1. PRQJECTORS ON CONVEX SETS. 

AII throughout this article we shall be working in a real reflexive 
Banach space X, whose dual we shall denote X*. As usual the double bar 
indicates the norm in either space, and the angular brackets the bili
near form effecting the pairing of X and X*. We shall let 

J: X ~ Zx* denote the duality mapping: 

Jx = {x* I (x*,x) = nxn2 

of X onto X*, and J-l: X* -+ ZX, 

theduality mapping of X* onto X. Let us recall that Jx 

J- 1x* = al nx*n 2 , and that the relation 
2 

-} nx*n 2 + -} nXll 2 - (x*,x) = o 

al IIxn 2 , and 
2 

is equivalent to x* E Jx and to x E J-lx*. Mappings, even when sin

glevalued, are considered here in the context of multivalued mappings, 
and so the inverses always existo The conjugate of a proper lower semi 
continuous function f: X ~ (-00,+00] is denoted f*. We shall often use 

1 2 the letter Q for the function x -+ 2" IIxn , and Q* for its adjoint 

x* -+ -} IIx*1I2. If K is a closed convex set 1/JK denotes its indicator 

function. The infraconvolution of convex functions is indicated by the 
symbol D. 

To bring out the analogy with projectors in Hilbert space we shall fol 
low closely our discussion of the Hilbert space theory expounded in 
[9]; the reader is invited to compare the results step by step. 

DEFINITION 1. The projector on a closed convex set K in X is the map

ping PK: X* ~ 2X assigning to each x* the set of points minimizing 
the function 

-} IIx*1I2 + -} nxl1 2 - (x*,x) 

over K, that is 

(1 ) PKx* = {x E K I -} IIxn 2 - (x*,X) < -} nYll2 - (x*,y), V y E K} 

Since IIxl1 2 - (x*,x) is l.s.c. convex function of x tending to +00 with 
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IIxll the infimum is always attained and PKX* is never empty. In Hilbert 

space PK is simply the nearest point mapping on K. If K = X then PK = 

-1 h . f {} h P * - (* z)+ z 1 h 1 = J , w ereas 1 K = tz t~O t en KX - x, IZO IZO. n t e at-

ter case we recognize PKx* as the ordinary projection of x* on a half

lineo 

THEOREM 1. 

(2) 

Proof. From (1) we obtain 
1 2 {x E PKx*} - {(x*,x) - (ZIlXII +WK (x)) = sup [( x*, y) -

y 

- {(Q+WK)(x) + (Q+WK)*(x)* = (x*,x)} - {x E a(Q+WK)* 

. COROLLARY 1. PK is a subdifferential. 

ioy 11 2+lj!K (y)) 1 } 

= (J+alj! )-1x*} 
K 

COROLLARY 2. The function 1 2 "2l1xll - (x*,x) remains constant over PKx*. 

This corollary justifies the notation (x*,PKx*) - i ~PKx*1I2 for the 

common value of (x*,x) - i IIxl1 2 on PKx*. 

COROLLARY 3. 

(3) (x* P x*) - ! IIP x*1I2 = (Q+~ )*x* , K 2 K o/K 

Proof. The left hand side coincides with the supremum of 

( IIY2112 (x*,y) - + lj!K(y)), which is (Q+WK)*x*. 

COROLLARY 4. PK satisfies the subdifferential equation 

(4) 

COROLLARY 5. 

(5 ) 

-1 Proof. This is just another way of saying that PK x = Jx + alj!Kx is 

convexo On the other hand convexity follows from the maximal monotoni
city of J + 3lj!K. 

COROLLARY 6. 

(6) {x E PKx*} _ {3 x* E Jx I (x*-x*,x-y);;;. 0, V Y E K}. 
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Let us recall a few basic notions. A vector u* E X* is said to be nor 
mal to a closed convex set K at a pointx E K if 

(u*,x-y) ;;;. O y E K 

such vectors are called normaZB. It is evident that d$K(x) is the set 
of all normals to K at x. 

A hyperplane is said to support a convex set K if it bounds a minimal 
halfspace containing K. If K is closed the intersections of a suppor
ting hyperplane with K is called a face of K; if the face is not emp
ty the hyperplane is said to support K at any point of this face, 
otherwise it suppor.ts K at infinity. As intersections of closed con
vex sets faces are closed convex sets. The equation of any hyperplane 
supporting K at finite distance can be written in the form: 
(u*,x) - r = O, with u* normal to K, and r = sup (u*,y>. It follows 

ye:R 
that a K-face is the set of points having a common nonvanishing nor-
mal. To also include the case u* = O, K itself is considered to be a 
face, if only an improper one. In this context it is important to 
bear in mind that Jx is the set of normals at x to the ball of radius 
HxU centered at the origin with norms all equal to UxU, and also the 

face of the ba11 of radius Hx 11 in X* having x as normal. 

THEOREM 2. Any PKx* is the interseation of a K-faae with a faae of a 

baZZ aentered at the origin. and aonverseZy. The K-faae is proper if 

x* f1. JK. 

Proof. For fixed u* and v* we have 

{x I u* E Jx} n' {x I v* E a$K(x)} e {x I u*+v* E Jx+a$Kx } 

Moreover, by definition of PK, 

{xl E PK(u*+v*)} ~ {u*+v* = ut + vt, ut E Jx l , vt E d$K(x I )} 

and if x belongs to the intersection set on the left in the previous 
equation, 

{Xl E PK(u*+v*)} *{O = (u*-u1,x-x l ) + (v*-vt,x-xi'} 

and by the monotonicity of J and d$K ' 

0= (u*-ut,x-x l ) = (v*-vt,x-X l ) 

But O (u*-ut,x-X l ) = (u*,X) + (ut,X I ) 

and since both terms on the right are nonnegative, they vanish, impl~ 

ing that u* E Jx l , u~ E Jx. Furthermore, from O = (v*-v~,x-xI) we de-

duce for any Z E K, 

(v*,x-z) + (v*,xl-X) = (v*,x-z) + (V~,XI-X) + (v*-v~,X-XI) 

(v*,x-Z) + (vt,xl-X);;;' O. 
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whence v* E a1/JK(x 1). In conclusion, 

{xl E PKeu*+v*)} ~·{u* E Jx1, v* E a1/JKex1)}' 

and therefore 

PKeu*+v*) = {X I u* E Jx} n{x I v* E Cl1/JKex)}. 

Of these two·last sets the former is the face of the ball through X 

having u* as normal and the latter the K-face perpendicular to v*. 
This concludes the proof because any x* can be written in the form 
x* = u*+v*, with v* normal to K at a point x, and u* normal at X to 
the ball through x. It is clear that if x* ~ JK then u* # O, and the 
corresponding K-face is proper. 

COROLLARY 1 .. If J-1 is single valued so is PK for any K. 

This corollary can also be stated by saying.that if the unit ball in 
X* is smooth then PK is singlevalued. 

COROLLARY 2. The functions i IIxU 2 and (x*,x) take constant values 

for x E PKx*. 

We can now use the notation i IIPKx*n 2, (x*,PKx*) without any ambi

guity, because the results do not depend on the representative point 
in PKx*,used to calculate them. 

COROLLARY 3. PKx* is a bounded closed convex set for every x* E X*. 

THEOREM 3. x* E JK if and onZy if PKx* = J- 1x* n K. 

Proof. It is obvious that if PKx* = J- 1x* n K then x* E JK. Converse

ly, if x E K and x* E Jx, then for each y E PKx* there is a y* E Jy 

and a u* E a1/JKey) such that x* = y*+u*, and so 

(x*-y*,x-y) + (u*,y-x) = O. 

The two terms on the left are nonnegative, the first by monotonicity, 
and the second because u* is normal to K at y. Hence both vanish. 
From (x*-y*,x-y) = O it follows that y E J- 1x*, and hence, since this 

holds for every y in PKx*, that PKx* e J-1x* .n K. The opposite inclu

sion being obvious, the theorem is proved. 

COROLLARY 1. RePK) = K. 

Proof. From the definition of projector RePK) e K, and from the aboye 

theorem PKeJK) J K, so RePK) = K. 

COROLLARY 2. 
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COROLLARY 3. 

(9) 

Proof. From Theorem 1, Corollary 5 and Corollary 2 aboye. 

THEOREM 4. A subdifferentiaZ operator P: X* -+ 2X is a projeator if 

and onZy if it satisfies 

(10) Px* = a[(x*,Px*) - i IIPx*n 2], 
1 2 

where the notation is aonstrued to mean that (x*,x) - I IIxll takes 

a aonstant vaZue for x E Px*, and that the resuZting funation, assu

med equaZ to +00 when Px* is empty, is a proper Z.s.a. aonvex funation 

of x*. 

Proof. Necessity is the content of Theorem 1, Corollary 4. As for suf 
ficiency start out by remarking that V(P) is convex because by hypo
thesis it coincides with the doma in of a los.c. convex function. We 
claim that P is locally bounded about each point in space. Indeed, if it were 

not there would be a point x*and a sequence{x!}7 e V(P) such that 

x! -+ x*, IIPx~11 t +00, and then: (x!,Px!) - } IIPx!U 2 -+ -00, implying, by 

lower semicontinuity, that (x*,Px*) - i IIPx*1I2 = _00, which is impos

sible. Then, local boundedness coupled with demicontinuity (itself a 
consequence of maximal monotonicity) require that V(P) be closed. Now, 
if u is normal to V(P) at x* then, by maximal monotonicity again, 
Px* + tu E Px*, t ~ O, and u = O, since Px* is a bounded seto Having 
no nonvanishing normal V(P) is the whole space. (The foregoing argu
ment is a particular case of the theorem that says that a maximal mo
notone operator is surjective if and only if its inverse is locally 
bounded [4]). 

Next we observe that {lO) amounts to 

[(x*,Px*) - } IIPx*1I2] - [(y*,Py*) - i IIPY*112] ;;;. (x*-y*,y) , 

V x*,y* E X*, V y E Py*, that is, to 

(x*, Px*) - } 11 Px* U 2 ~ (x*, y) - } lIy H 2, V x*, y* E X* , V Y E Py*. 

Hence, since for y E Px* the right hand member of this inequality 
coincides with the one on the left, 

1 2 (x*,Px*) - I IIPx*n = s~{(x*,y) - } lIyU 2}. 
ye:R(P) 

As the closure of the range of a maximal mono tone operator R(P) is 
convex [cf.5], and the supremum aboye is (Q + WR(P»)*(x*) = 

= (x*,PR(P) x*) - } IIPR(p) x*n 2. Finally, 

Px* = <l[(x*,Px*) -! UPx*112] = a[(x*,PR(P) x*) -! IIPR(p) x*n 2] 

= PR(P) x*. Q.E.D. 
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n 
THEOREM 6. r PK. is a projeator if and onty if 

1 1 

(11 ) 

n 
In suah a aase r PK. 

1 l. 

n 

consto 

Proof. If r PK. is a projector then the subdifferential of 
1 l. 

n 1 n 2 n 
(x*,(r P )x*) - Zucr PK)X*II , namely r PK.x*, is contained in that 

1 Ki 1 l.. 1 l. 

of r [(x* P x*) - .!.IIP x*112] and in consequence both convex func-
1 ' Ki 2 Ki ' 

tions coincide up to an additive constant, that is, (11) holds. Con
versely, if (11) holds, then 

n 
(x*,(r PK)x*) 

1 l. 

and 
n 

él[(x*,cr PK)x*) 
1 l. 

n 

(r PK.)x*. 
1 l. 

n 
r [(x*,PK.x*) 
1 l. 

}UPK.X*U2] + const, 
l. 

Since the subdifferential of a convex function is monotone, and 
n t PKi maximal monotone [6], the above inclusion is in fact an equa-

n 
1i ty, and r PK is a proj ec tor because i t sa tisfies rela tion (10). 

1 i 

Thus the first part of the theorem is proved. As to the last, note 

1 2. n 
first that if f i (x) = '2 Hxl + 1/iKi (x), l. = 1,2, .•. ,n then í PKi 

n n 
= r élf~ a r f~ because the f~' s are continuous [6]. Hence 

1 l. 1 l. l. 

n n n 
RCr PK) R (a r fV = v(a(r fV* = Vc a (fPf2 D ... Dfn )), and,as the 

1 l. 1 1 

doma in of the subdifferential of a l.s.c. convex function is dense 
in the doma in of the function [1], 

n n n 
Therefore, Rcr P ) = r K Now, if r P is a projector its range K. i K. 1 l. 1 1 l. 

-n- n n n n 
is closed and r K. R(r P ) e ¿ K. , whence R(r P ) = r K The 

í l. í K. 
1 

l. i K. 1 i 
l. l. 
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its range. 

§2. CONICAl PROJECTORS. 

Prejecters en clesed cenvex cenes with vertex at the erigin are called 
cenical prejecters. It is clear that a prejecter en a cenvex set is 
pesitive hemegeneeus when the set is a cene with vertex at O, and enly 
then, se that the class ef cenical prejecters ceincides with that ef 
positive homegeneeus prejecters. The letter e will be reserved to de
signate the aboye type ef eones, se that Pe will always indicate a ce- , 
nical prejecter. 

The dual of a cone e e X in the con e in X* 

( 12) el = {x* E X* I (x*,x) 0;;;0, x E e}. 

el is nonempty, closed and convexo The operation of taking duals has 
the following properties: 

( 13) 

For linear spaces 1 coincides wi th the opera tion of taking anihila
tors. The indicator functions of dual eones are conjugate of' each 
other. We leave to the reader the verification of these fa¿ts. 

The original definition (1) acquires a special form in the case of 
projectors on eones: 

THEOREM 6. 

(14) {x E e I (x*,x) [ sup (x*,u)]2} 
ue:e,Hul:Sl 

Proof. If x minimizes i IIyy2 - (x*,y) over e, then, for any x E e 
1 2 2 2 t IlxU - t (x*,x) as a function of t attains its minimum on the po-

sitive real axis at t = 1, and hence RxU 2 = (x*.x). Therefore 

x E Pex* if and only if UxU 2 (x*,x) and 

nxu 2 IIx02 1 2 
- -2- Z- - (x*,x) = inf Z{Byll (x*,y)} 

ye:e 

inf inf {i t 211yll2 - Ux*,y)} 
ye:e t~O 

{
O, if (x*,y) O;;; O 

inf 1 2 
( *~) 1'f (x*,y) > O ye:e -2 x , ByR 

-i [ sup (x*,u)]2. 
ue:e,UuD:Sl Q.E.D. 

It isworth remarking that any x " O in Pex* is of the form (x*,u)+u, 

where u is a vector in e maximizing (x*,v)+, so that Pex* is simply 

obtained by looking for the directions in e making the smallest angle 
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with x* and projecting on them in the ordinary sense. This geometri
cal defini tion may very well be taken as' the point of departure for 
the theory of conical projectors. It is indeed the idea of "least an
gle mapping" what Hes at the roots of projectors. J.P. Aubin has 
used this idea to define projectors on linear spaces [11. 

THEOREM 7. 

. (15) 11Pcx*112 = (x*,Pex*) = [ sup (x*,u)12 = 021 (x*), 
uEC,UuUSl C 

o l(x*) denotes the distanae fpom x* to cl • 
e 

",hepe 

Ppoof. Only the last equality requires a proof. By Theorem 1, Corol
lary 3, 

(x*,Pcx*) - l UPcx*U 2 (Q+l/J ) * (x*) = (Q* o l/J*) (x*) = (Q* o l/J ) (x*) = e e el 

inf 
1 y*Ee 

1 2 1 2 2" Ux*-y*11 = 2" o 1 (x*). 
C 

Since (x*,Pex*) - i BPex*11 2 is equal to both l 1Pex*112 and ± (x*,Pex*), 

the theorem is proved. 

COROLLARY 1. 

COROLLARY 2. 

( 16) P x* = a 1 u P x* n 2 = a -21 021 (x*) • C . 2 e e 

Next theorem establishes a relation between projectors and nearest 
point mappings. 

THEOREM 8. (I*-JPe)x*n Cl is the set of points in el aZosest to x*. 

(1* denotes the identity map in X*). 

Ppoof. If z* E (I*-JPe)x* n Cl then x*-z* E JPex* and Ux*-z*U = 

= UJPex*11 = DPcx*11 = o~(x*), which shows that z* minimizes the dista!!. 

ce from x* to points in Cl . 

Conversely, if z* E Cl realizes the distance from x* to Cl , then 

±021 (x*) = l ux*-z*112. Since on the other hand l02 1 (y*) <::l ly*-z*n 2 
C C 

for all y* E X*, and since al 021 (x*) = P cX* (Corollary above), 
C 

1- 21 212 12 
2" Uy*-z*u - 2" Ux*-z*11 ;;¡. 2" 0cl (y*) - 2" 0el (x*) ;;¡. (y*-x*,Pex*), y*EX*, 

whence by definition of subgradient, 

Pex* e al ux*-z*u 2 = J-1(x*-z*) , 
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If we let rr l:X* -+ 2x* denote the neare~t point mapping on el we can 
e 

give this theorem a form suggestive of Moreau's decomposition of a 
vector in Hilbert space along orthogonal directions in dual eones [3]. 

eOROLLARY. Por any x* E X* there are vectors u and v* such that 

(17) el * - o x* E Ju+v*, u E e, v* E ,(v ,u) - . 

Moreover, if (17) holds then u E Pcx* and v* E rr lX*. 
e 

Proof. The possibility of decomposition (17) follows from Theorem 1, 
eorollary 6 and the theorem aboye. As to the last part notice that if 

v* E Cl and (v*,u) = O then v* E awc(u), and apply Theorems 1 and 10. 

Projectors and nearest point mappings are the same objects in Hilbert 
space. If the identification of the space with its dual is made ex
plicit this coincidence can be expressed by the equation 

(18) 

Now, is this relation characteristic of Hilbert space? We don't know, 
we only conjecture that it is. The following theorem gives sorne sup
port to our contention. 

THEOREM 9.Let X and X* be duaZ refZe~ive Banaah spaaes. Then if the 

duaZity mapping J: X -+ 2x* is bijeative, and 

(19) 

(20) 

PcJ for aZZ straight Zines and hyperpZanes C e X, 

-1 Pc*J for aZZ straight Zines and hyperpZanes C* e X*, 

X is a HiZbert spaae. 

Proof. By Theorem 2, Corollary 1 all projectors are single valued, 
and on use of Theorem 8, (19) and (20) can be written in the form 

(I*-J Pc)x* = P lJ- 1x* 
e 

If in the first of these equations P lX is replaced by its ex.pression 
e 

derived from the last one obtains 

that is, 

In a similar manner 

Making in the aboye equations the following identifications 
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C = {tu}_oo<t<+oo , C* = {tJu} , x = v, x*= Jv -oo<t<+oo 

where u and v are any two unit vectors, one gets 

J(v-(Jv,u) u) Jv -(Jv,u) Ju 

J(v-(Ju,v) u) Jv -(Ju,v) Ju 

Set r = v-Su, s = v-au, a (Ju,v), S = (Jv,u) and on use of these 
identities proceed to the following calculations: 

( Jr, r) 

(Js,s) 

( Jv-i3Ju, v- Su) 

( Jv-aJu, v-au) 

1+S2-S2-Sa 

1+S2-aS-a2 

l-aS 

l-aS 

(Jr,s) (Jv-SJu,v-au) l+aS-ai3-aS l-aS. 

Therefore, (Jr,s) = UJrU 2 = OsU 2 and by definition of J, Jr Js. 
This implies r=s, which in turn yields a=S, that is, (Ju,v) (Jv,u). 
This equation, valid for unitary u and v, is at once extended to all 
u's and v's in X by use of the homogeneity of J. But then J is a self 
adjoint mapping of X onto X*, and as such linear. lt follows that 

2 
OxU = (Jx,x) is a quadratic form, and the theorem is proved. 

Theorem 4 takes a simpler form in the case of conical projectors: 

THEOREM 10. A positive homogeneous-subdifferentiaZ operator 

P: X*-+ 2X is a conicaZ projectorif and onZy if it satisfies 

(21) Px* = al UPx*U 2 . 
2 

Proof. lt follows from Theorem 4, and equation (15) that a conical 
projector satisfies (21). Conversely, if a positive homogeneous sub-

differential P satisfies (21), then, since it also satisfies 

Px* = a} (x*, Px*) , 

that is l OPx*u 2 
2 

P is a projector. 

2 [91,OPx*1I = (x*,Px*) (use the fact that PO*=O), 

(x*,Px*) -} IIPx*1I. Hence, (10) holds for P, and 

COROLLARY. A positive homogeneous subdifferential operator 

P: X* -+ 2X is a conical projector if and only if 

(22) u Px * O 2 = (x * , Px *) , \j x * E V (P) . 

Proof. Necessity is contained in Theorem 7. lf, on the other hand, P 

is a subdifferential operator satisfying (22), then Px* a} (x*,Px*)= 

= a} IIPx*U 2 , and l is a projector by the aboye theorem. 

Now we turn our attention to the important question of when a sum of pr~ 
jectors is a projector. 

n 
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n 
pc.x*e 

n 
IIPC.X*12. (23) I ¿ ¿ 

¡ ~ ¡ ~ 

In suah a aase 
n 
¿ pc. P n ¡ ~ ¿ c. 

¡ ~ 

.Proof. This is a particular case of Theorem 5. The constant in equa
tion (11) is zero because all P 's vanish at x* = O. c. 

~ 

It may be checked that if all C~'s are rays: {tu.} ,lIuill = 1, (23) 
~ ~ t>O 

O-n 

simply says that IIxl1 2 is quadratic over the n-hedron {¿ t.u.} , 
¡ ~ ~ ti~O 

and that the u i ' s are orthogonal wi th regard to the induced scalar product, 
n 

or more briefly, that {¿ C.,II U} is a 2n-tant of an n-dimensional 
¡ ~ 

Hilbert space. Based on this remark the system of neones satisfying 
the Pythagorean relation (23) may be conceived as a generalization of 
an orthogonal n-tuple of vectors where the vectors are replaced by c~ 
nes. Accordingly we shall say that such eones form an orthogonal n
tuple, and shall use the notation C¡l C2 1 ... 1 Cn or Pc¡l Pc21 ... lPcn 

to denote this fact. It is remarkable how much of the Hilbert space 
structure is brought into the space by the requirement that a proje~ 
tor should split into the sum of others. 

THEOREM 12. C¡l C2 1 ... 1 Cn if and on"ly if 

(24) inf ~ n x . 11 2 11 x 11 2 , 'rJ x E C ¡ + C + + C f ~ 2 ••• n' 
n 
¿ xi=x,XiEC i 

In suah a aase the infimum is a"lways attainab"le. 

Proof. C¡l C2 1 ... 1 Cn is equivalent to 

n 1 2 
¿o - UPc.x*11 
¡ 2 ~ 

1 
2" IIPn 

¿ Ci 
¡ 

which by taking conjugates and recalling that the conjugate oft UP cx* 12 

is t UxU 2 1 .C(x) (Theorem 1, Corollary 3, and (15)) becomes (24). 

To see that the infimum is attained take n sequences {X~k)}7 e Ci 

n (k) ¿ Xi = x. Since the sequences are 
i=¡ 

~bviously bounded they can be assumed to be weakly convergerit to li
mits xi in Ci respectively. Then, the limit inferior of the norms 

being larger than the norm of the weak limit, we must have 
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n 
(Briefer but less direct: R(Pn 

¿ c. 
1 1. 

= ¿ C.). 
1 1. 

For the inversion of the statement: If Cll C21 ... 1 Cn' then 

n 2 
¿ Ux.U } , we need a couple of 
1 1. 

lemmas. 

n n 
{J(¿ x.) n J(¿ x!) 

1 1. 1 1. 
n 2 

-f QJ, II¿ x.11 
1 1. 

~ II 11 2 II~ x'. 11 2 l.. x. , l.. 
1 1. 1 1. 

n 2 
¿ Ilx! II , 
1 1. 

1,2, ... ,n} impties {Jxi n Jxi -f QJ, i = 1,2, ... ,n}. 

n n n n 
Proof. From J(¿ xi) n J(¿ x!) -f QJ it follows IIt(¿ x.)+(l-t)(¿ x!)1I 2 

1 1 1. 1 1. 1 1. 

= const., for O~ t ~ 1. Then, 

tllI x.U 2+(1-t) 
1 1. 

III x!1I 2 = I (tllx.1I2+(1-t)llX!1I2)~ 
1 1. 1 1. 1. 

~ III tx.+(l-t)x! 11 2 , 
1 1. 1. 

O~t~l , 

and by Theorem 12, since tXi + (l-t)xi E Ci ' 
n 
¿ IItx.+(1-t)x!1I 2 
1 1. 1. 

n 
~ II¿ (tx.+(1-t)x!)1I 2 

1 1. 1. 
so 

I IItX.+(1-t)X!1I 2 = lit I x1..+(l-t) I x!1I 2 = consto 
1 1. 1. 1 1 1. 

Now, the sum of the squares of convex functions being constant if and 

only if the individual terms are constant, we must have, 

Utx.+(l-t)x!U 2 = const., O ~ t ~ 1, from which it follows 1. 1. 
JX i n Jxi -f QJ , i = 1,2, ... ,n. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 2. If Cl lC2 1 ••• 1 Cn' then 

n 2 n 2 1 1. 
{II¿ x.11 = ¿ Ilx.", x. EC.} '*{P :r:* Er Jx., 

1 1. 1 1. 1. 1. Ci 1. 
1,2, ... ,n, 

n 
'V x* E J(¿ X.)}. 

1 1. 

Proof. By Theorems 3 and 11, 

P x* 
n 
¿ C. 
1 1. 

Hence, jf xi,x;, .•• ,x~ are any n 

n 
E J-lx*, pectively, ¿ x~ and x* 

1. 

n 
¿1' x*, 
1 Ci 

points in P 

n 

Cl 
x*,P x*, •.. ,Pc c 2 n 

n 
E J(¿ x. ) n J(¿ x ~) . 

1. 1. 

x* res-
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-1 
The lemma above then yields JX i n Jxi # 0, that is, xi E J JX i , 

i 1,2, ..• ,n, and since Xi is any point in pc.x* 
1. 

-1 
P x* e J Jx1.' , c i 

i 1,2, ... ,n. 

THEOREM 13. If 

(25) {IIIx.11 2 
1 1. 

n í IIx i ll 2 , xi E Ci , i = 1,2, ... ,n} 
n 

- {xi E P c . x*, i = 1, 2 , .•. , n , 'rJ x *E J ( ¿ x.)} 
1. 11.· 

Proof. Assume that the proposition on the left holds. Then, by last 
n 

lemma, IIPC.x*1I = lIxill, 
1. 

x* E J(¿ x.), and so, since IIxill = IIPC.x*1I = 
11.1. 

sup (x*,ui >, (x*,x i > 
UiEC i , lIuill~1 

IIx.1I 2 < O, i = 1,2, ... ,n, and adding up 1. 

these inequalities, 

n n n 2 n 2 n 2 
~ - Ilx. 112] ~ ~ ~ ~ lo [( x* , x . > = (x*, lo X. > - lo 11 x . 11 = IIlo x. 11 - 11 lo x. 11 = O 
11.1. 1 1. 1 1. 1 1. 1 1. 

Therefore, (x*,xi> 
2 

IIP c .x* 11 
1. 

* 2 sup (X , u i >] , and by (14) 
Ui ECi ,lIui ll::1 

xi E PC.x*, proving the implication from left to right. The opposite 
1. 

implication is but a quantification of (23). 

COROLLARY. 
n 

J- 1JPc. x* (26) {¿ pc. P } '* {P x* e pc.JPn x* e n C. 
n c. 1. 1 1. ¿ C. 1. 1. ¿ C. 1. 
1 1. 1 J 

i 1,2, ... ,n, 'rJ x* E X*}. 

Proof· Let x 1 ,x 2 ' ... ,xn be points in Pc x*,Pc x*, ... ,Pc x* respecti-
1 2 n 

n 
vely. Then by Lemma 2 and the theorem above x. E Pc J(¿ x.) e 

1. i 1 1. 
e J-1JX i n Ci , i = 1,2, •.. ,n, whence (26) follows from the fact that 

n 
when the xi's range over the sets pc.x*, ¿ 

1. 1 

REMAR () -1 * K. By 8 J JPcix n Ci 

of (26) can be written in the 

=Pc.JPc.x*, 
1. 1. 

form pc.x* e 
1. 

xi ranges over P~ 
¿ 
1 

so that the right 

C. 1. 

x*. 

member 

pc.JPn x* e pc.JPc.x*. 
1. ¿ C. 1. 1. 

1 J 
Comparison with (8) prompts the conjecture that the last inclusion is 

not proper, that is, that PC.JPn = pc.JPc .' However, this is not 
1. ¿ e 1. 1. 

1 k 

true in general. Consider the following example: 

Let X and X* be the dual two dimensional Banach space with norms: 
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j (I~tl + 1~~1)1/2, ~t~~ ~ O 
, Hx*11 = 

max(l~tl, I~~i) , q~~.;; O. 

The second and fourth quadrants in X, wich we call el and e 2 respecti

vely, form an orthogonal couple, and J-1 = P +P . Por any ,x* E X* in c1 c2 
the first quadrant and away from the axes JPc +c x* = x*, and JPc x* = 

1 2 1 
= x~, where xi is the Euclidean projection of x* on the i-axis. Moreo-

ver, Pc J 
1 

Pc +C x* = Pc x* is a singleton Xl on the 2-axis, whereas 
1 2 1 

Pc JPc x* 
1 1 

J- 1x* n el is a straight line segment through Xl across el 

parallel to the first quadrant bisector. Obviously Pc J Pc +c x* j 
1 1 2 

j P C J P c x*. 
1 1 

Allthat has been said of conical projections from Theorem 11 on ap
plies also to projections on general convex sets, the only difference 
being the presence of an additive constant all throughout. 

THEOREM 14. If el 1 e 2 1 ... 1 en then 

(27) Pc .(tI*+(1-t) J Pn 
~ L c. 

1 J 

pc .' 0< t.;; 1, i=1,2, ... ,n 
~ 

Proof. Por x* E X* and y* E J Pn 

O < t .;; 1. Now 

I C. 
'1 J 

x* set z*(t) tx* + (1-t)y*, 

sup (z*(t),u i >.;; t sup (x*,u i > + (1-t) sup (y*,ui > 
UiECi , Hui HS1 UiECi , UUiHSl UiECi , lIuiO~l 

By (26) IIP c .y*H 
~ 

tHPc.x*H + (1-t)HPc .y*n. 
~ ~ 

HPc.x*U so, 
~ 

sup (z*,u i >.;; IIPc.x*U. 
UiECi'"uiH~l ~ 

Moreover, by hypothesis and cho!ce of y* there are pOints
2
x i E PCix*, 

i = 1,2, ... ,n such that y* E J f Xi' Since (x*,x i > Hx i " by (14), and 
2 ' 2 

(y* ,xi> = llxi" by (25), we have (z* (t) ,xi> = lIx i H IIP x*112 C. 
1 

t = 1,2, ... ,n. In view of what has already been proved these equations 
meali that the suprema of (z*(t),ui > , (x*,u i > , (y*,ui > over the ui's 

in e i with HuiH .;; 1 are attained simultaneously and are equal to 

HPc.x*1I. Then, 
~ 

{Vi E pc.z*(t)} 
1 

<=> {IIvil! = sup (z*,ui > 
UiECi , HUiH~l 
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- O y i a = sup (x*, ui > sup (y*, ui > IPc.x*l, (X*'Yi> 
1 UiECi,luiDSl UiECi,HúilSl 

(y*,Y.> = IY.1 2} -{Y. E Pc. x*, Y. E Pc.y*} 
1 . 1 1 1 

1 1 

and hence 

P (tx*+(l-t)y*) 
C. P C. x* n P C. y*, o < t o;;;; 1 , i 1,2, ... ,n. 

1 1 1 

Since y* is any point in J P 
n 
l C. 
1 J 

PC.(t x* + (l-t)J Pn 
1 ~ 

l. C. 
1 J 

x* , 

x* 

and an appeal to the preYious theorem concludes the proof. 

COROLLARY. For any conical projector, 

(28) 

P~oof· Set in (27) Cl = C, C2 = C3 = ... 

The geometrical meaning of the relation Cll C2 1 ... 1 Cn is not suf

ficiently clear from defining Pythagorean relation (23), nor from 
(24). In Hilbert space each cone is the dual of the sum of the others 
relatiyely to the total sum [9, Equation 2.10]. A similar result 
holds in reflexiye Banach spaces. 

LEMMA3. 

(29) 

* (* -1 P~oof. Let xj E Cj ' Yj E Jxj • Then, since by 8) xj E PCjYj e J Jxj , 

Ix. + l Pc y~12 
J i;'j i J 

and by definition of J, 

n 

l 
i=l 

UXJ.12 + l IPC.YJ~.2 
i;'j 1 

UXJ. + l Pc y~ 02 - Ix. U 2 :>. 2 (y~, l Pc· YJ~ > = 2 l HPc y~12. i;' j i J J Ji;' j i i"j i' J 

Hence, Pc y~ 
i J 

O, thát is, y~ c~, i;'j, and J C. e n C~ = (l C.)I. 
J 1 J i" j 1 i" j 1 

THEOREM 15. 

(30) C1 IC 21 ••• 1Cn -Cj = J-l[( l Ci)l] n (I Ck) , j 1,2, ••• ,n. 
i"j· k=l 

P~oof. By Lemma 3, Cj e J-l[ ( r Ci)l], and since Cj e Il Ck ' 
i"j 

-1 ~ 1 ~ C. e J [( l. . C.) ] n (l. Ck). 
J i" j 1 1 
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This is half of (30). To prove the other half start with an x. in 
J 

r 1[ ( C.)l) 
n 

L n(LCk)' and then observe that 
i';j l. 

1 

x. E C1 + C + ... + C n' x. E J- 1x* , for sorne x* E ( L C.)l n C~. 
J 2 j j J 

So 

x~ E Jx. e J(C 1 + C2 
J J 

and by Theorem 3, 

Xj E J-IXj n (C 1 + C2 + ••• + Cn) = Pn 
L ek 
1 

and since XJ. was anypoint in J-l[ ( L 
i;lj 

+ ... + C 

n 
x~ L Pe J 1 

n 
Ci ) ) n eL 

1 
n 

J-l[( L Cl..)) n (L Ck) e cJ., 
i';j 1 

concluding the proof. 

n 

i';j l. i';j l. 

) 
n 

x'! Pe. x'! e Cj ' 
k J 

J 
J 

Ck) , 

COROLLARY. In the relation Pe 

remaining one. 

L Pe any n projectors determine the 
1 k 

We do not know if the arrow in (30) can be reversed. The most that we 
can say is that this is the case in Hilbert spaces of dimension not 
larger than three. 

§3. CONCLUSION ANO COHHENTS. 

The material set forth in the preceeding pages is essentially all we 

know about projectors in reflexive Banach spaces. No doubt the discu~ 
sion can be carried further still, and we hope that it will be, for, 
as it stands the extent of our knowledge is insufficient for the pro
per development of a spectral theory. Let us point out here to sorne 
of the most visible shortcomings. 

In the first place it is not knawn if the relation Pe > Pe ' defined 
1 2 

as meaning that Pe - P is a projector, is a partial ordering for 
1 e2 

projectors. Indeed, there is ~o proof of it being transitive. 

Important as transitivity is, spectral theory requires something 
stronger still, namely that any sub k-tupleof an orthogonal n-tuple 

of eones be again orthogonal. This is necessary if the spectral meas~ 
re built out of a spectral resolution is to be projector-valued. In 

Hilbert space this is a consequence of Pe > Pe being equivalent to 
1 2 

Pe JPe = Pe . No such equivalence has been established in reflexive 
2 1 2 

'Banach spaces, we only know that if J-l is single valued Pe > Pe im 
1 2 

Pe (Corollary, Theorem 13). 
2 
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the hornogenity of orthogonality, is the following: 

IfC 1 1C 2 1 .•• 1C n , 

n 
CIIL x.112 = 

1 1 

and Xi E Ci , i = 1,2, ... ,n, then 

n 2 n 2 n 2 2 L IIx. n } ... { 11 La. x. 11 = La. Ux. 11 , a. ;;;. O}. 
1 1 111111 1 

The whole of functional calculus is based on it. Needless to say that 

we have no evidence that it holds in reflexive Banach spaces. 

These exarnples should suffice to show the need of further research. 

Maybe sorne of the sought properties are not valid in general. If so, 

we anticipate serious difficulties in bringing such facts to light, 

for the construction of counterexarnples is a hard task in this field. 
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Plane unsymmetric Minkowski geometry is given by a proper convex body 
Z in the affine plane and a point O E int Z. Z is called the indica

trix of the geometry; it defines a pseudonorm for any vector x: Write 

x = OX, then 

Then 

11 xII = inf A I X cAZ. 

IIxll ;;;. O, 11 xII = O only if x = O , 

11 axll = all xII if a;;;' O , 

11 x + x' 11 ..; 11 xII + 11 x ' 11 . 

(1 ) 

The pseudonorm is a norm, 11 axll = la I 11 xII for all x and al! a E R, if and 
only if Z is symmetric of center O, Z = -Z. (All operations of vector 
algebra will be taken for the origin at O). The elementary geometry of 
the symmetric Minkowski plane was studied in detail by C.M.Petty [9], 
we are interested in the unsymmetric case. Although we are going to 

use trigonometry and analytic geometry, no smoothness conditions will 
be imposed on Z. 

We shall parametrize the convex curve az by t, two times its polar 
area function in the sense of polar coordinates, relative to a fixed 
polar axis. (For an arbitrary mono tone and continuous parameter ~ on 

az, t is a Stieltjes integral 

"-

t = f~ det(z(cr),dz(cr)) ). Let i bt.the 
~o 

dual of Z [7]. The curve aY will be referred to s, two times the area 
function in the sense of polar coordinates computed from the polar axis. 
In a homothety of ratio e, the area of Z is multiplied by c 2 and that 

" 2 of Y by c- . Since (1) is affine and the dual is an affine covariant 

of Z, we may normalize the geometry by requiring 

" Area (Z) = Area (Y) . 

We shall assume from now on that we work with a llormalized geometry 
r.......... +-1-.. .................. 1-.,., .......... ~ ...... +1 ........... ..:I + ..... "'" '1'1",,,; + ..... ,...JCo"=l ~n ac +n Tn~1rJO +hA n-r; CT;n~l nn-
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" in general, where TI denotes the area common to Z and Y [S) . For sym-
metric geometries, 212 ~ TI ~ TI. 

To any vector z(t) from O to az there correspond all vectors y(s) from 

° to ay for which z(t).y(s) = 1. Therefore, if Y is the image of Y in 

the rotation of angle -i and center 0, the relation between the iBOp~ 

rimetrix Y [2) and the indicatrix is given by 

det(y(s),z(t)) = 1 • (2) 

Since y al so is a proper convex body, it defines a norm Ixl. The rela 
tion (2) defines a map el> of the circle S = R/2 TI onto arcs of S: 

eI>(t) = {a(t) ~ s ~ b(t)} 

by: -y[~(t)) is the oriented direction of a support line of Z at z(t), 

zet) 

Fig. 1 

where we denote by ~(t) any s E eI>(t). The map el> satisfies 

a) a(t) = b(t) if Z has a unique line of support at z(t) 

b) intel>(t 1 ) n inel>(t2) ~ 0 implies eI>(t 1 ) = eI>(t 2) 

c) U eI>(t) = S. 
tES 

Since the dual of the dual is the original convex body, (2) defines 

in the same way a map ~(s) = {A(s) ~ t ~ B(s)}, with properties a)-c) 
for s. Clearly, s E el> o ~(s), t E ~ o eI>(t). For the endpoints of the 

intervals we shall write a(t) = ~_(t), b(t) = ~+(t). Similarly, the 
interval ~(s) is written ~_(s) ~ ~(s) ~ ~+(s). 

We shall pair vectors in a frame 

[y(S)] 
z(t) 

or [
- z (t)] 
Y (s) 
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only if s = ~(tl, t 
the matrix in 

~(s). Since the frames are unimodular, so is 

[y(S)] 
z(t) 

I cm (s, s ) I s o 

rsm(so' t) 
(3) 

whose elements are the trigonometric functions of the geometry. It 
fQllows that the "cosine" function cm is "even", 

and the "sine" functions sm and st are odd: 

sm(so,t) 

st(to's) 

-sm(s,to) 

-st(t,so) 

As a consequence, we drop the indlices of the cm-functions since the 
arguments alone identify the funotions. These functions have be~n studied. 

in detail in [5] for smooth indicatrices; here we note only that 

5,5 0 E ~(t) implies cm(s,so) 

t,to E ~(s) implies cm(to,t) 

sm(so,t) = sm(s,t) 

st(t,s) = st(to's) 

o 

O 

Let t*,s* be the values of t and s, respectively, for which z(t*) has 
the direction of -z(t), y(s*) the direction of -y(s). Then 

2. 

sm(so,t) 

st(to's) 

O 

O 

implies 

implies 

s o 

t o 

~ (t) 

~ (s) 

or 

or 

s o 

t o 

~ (t*) 

~(s*) 

All triangles will be oriented. For a triangle ABC, the leg a is the 
vector a = EC. All notations allow for cyclic permutations. We write 

a = lIaIlZ(ta) = laIY(s); this defines the angle variables. We have to 

distinguish several notions of orthogonality (really, transversa

lit Y in the sense of the Calculus of Variations). 

A vector v is orthogonaZ to a vector x = IIxIlZ(t) if v = lvIY(s), 

s = ~ (t). The orthogonal direction is unique only if ~ (t) is a singlp 
point. A vector v is orthogonaZ from x = IxIY(s) if v = IIvIlZ(t), 
t = ~(s). An aZtitude ha is a vector orthogonal from A to a. The 

height is Ihal. The area ~ of the triangle is 

~ = l det(ha,a) = l lI a lllha l det(Y(sh ),Z(ta)) = l lI a lllhal (4) 
a 

This is the Minkowski form of the area formula; it allows for cyclic 
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= ~c~~h ~ holds.only if Z and Y are homothetic, i.e., if they are 
e 

Radon curves; this is a theorem of Tamássy [10). 

From a+b+c = O we get the cosine theorem 

(S) 

for the components in the direction of Zeta) and the sine theorem 

~ b~ (6) 

for the transversal components. The sm-function was first defined by 

Busemann (2) who also found the sine theorem (for symmetric metric) 
from the area formula 

1 6 = '2 det(a,b) 

~ ~a~~b~ sm(<p(ta),tb) . 

In the norm of Y, the formula 6 = ~ lallbl st(~(sa),sb) which yields 

lal I bl Id 

We say that ABe is a right triangle if b ha. Thén 

or 

-c ~a~Z(ta) + IblY(<p(t)) 

~ a~ 

I bl 

= ~ -ell [cm (t a' t ~) Z (t) - sm (<p (t a) , t ~) Y (<p (t ) ) ) 

~ - c ~ cm ( t a ' t ~ ) = ~ cII I cm ( te' t ~) I cm ( t a ' t ~ ) 

~ - cII I sm (<p (t a), t ~) I = ~ cII I cm (t e ' t ~) sm (<p (s) , t ~) I 

Since the determinant of the matrix in (3) is 1, 

(7) 

~ -c~ 2 = lI-ell cmCta , t~)U-cUcm(t~, tal + U-ell sm(<p(ta) ,t~)U-ellst(t~,<p(t)) 

we obtain the generalization of the theorem of Pythagoras 

(8) 

This leads to a characterization of euclidean geometry. We start with 

LEMMA 1. If cm(to,t) = cm(t,to) for all t,to then the geometry is 

eualidean. 

Denote the matrix in (3) by M(t,to;s,so). From the composition formu

la M(t1,t;sl,s)M(t,to;s,so) = M(t1,to;sl'so) and the fact that the diagQ. 

nal elements in M are equal it follows that M is of the form 

M 
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1 

A coordinate tr-ansformation of matrix diag (1, Iql-2) then transforms 

all M into the form [a b]. Since Z is convex, Z is in the halfpla
±b a 

ne of the line of direction yeso) through z(to) that contains O, the

refore 
(9) 

(The inequality in absolute value holds only in symmetric geometries). 

For t sufficiently close to to' the diagonal elements in M are posi-

tive and < 1 in absolute value. Since det M = 1 = a 2 :¡: b2 and a 2 < 1, 

it follows that q is negative and M is a rotation matrix. Since q is 
the same for all M, all M are rotation matrices and both Z and Y are 
the unit circle. 

If cm(t~,ta) = Acm(ta,t~) for all directions a and c with A indepen

dent of a and c, it follows by a change of names that A = 1 and the 

geometry is euclidean by the lemma. 

If st(ta,~(t~)) = ~sm(~(ta),t~) for all directions with constant~it 

follows that the linear dependence of Y(~(to)) and Y(~(t)) implies 

the linear dependence of Z(to) and Z(t):.to = 'Yo~(to)' t = 'Yo~(t). 

Therefore ~ (and 'Y) are point-valued functions, Z and Y are rotund 
ovals. AIso, the map by oppositely oriented parallel lines of support 
is the map which commutes with ~ (and 'Y). Hence, both Z and Y are sy~ 
metric ovals. From the composition formula of the matric~s M we get 

the addition formulas 

sm(so,t 2) 

st(t o ,s2) 

sm(sl,t 2)cm(sl,so)+cm(t 1 ,t 2)sm(so,t 1 ) 

cm(s2,sl)st(to ,sl)+st(t 1 ,s2)cm(to ,t 1)· 
(10) 

Under our hypothesis, we either have ~ = O which is impossible or si
multaneously 

st(to ,S2) 

st(to ,s2) 

stCtl,s2)cm(tl,to)+cm(tl,t2)st(to,Sl) 

st(tl,s2)cm(to,tl)+cm(t2,tl)st(to,sl) 

Since the directions t o;t 1,t2 are arbitrary, they can be chosen so 

that st(to,sl) = O, st(t 1,s2) t O. Therefore, the cm-function is sym

metric and the geometry is euclidean by Lernma 1. We have proved: 

PROPOSITION 1. If there exists a aonstant A or a aonstant ~ suah that 

either ~_c"2 A"a~2 ~ f(a,b)lbI 2 

or "_c"2 g(a,b)~aIl2 + ~lbl2 

holds for all right triangles. then the geometry is eualidean. 
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3. 

One of the definitions of an angle bisector in euclidean geometry is 
the set of centers of the circles that touch both legs of an angle. 
For the isoperimetric inequality, the Minkowski analog of a euclidean 
circle is the isoperimetrix [3,5] and its homothetic images. The cen
ter of the circle is the image of O in the homothety. The radius of 
the circle is the ratio of homothety, or the I .-norm of any vector from 
the center to the circumference. 

DEFlNlTlON. A Y-biseotor of ABe is the set of centers of the circles 

that touch two of the lines that carry the legs of the triangle in one 
fixed angle domain. An interior bisector is a bisector that contains 
interior points of the triangle and a vertex as endpoint. A bisector 
that is not interior is exterior. All bisectors are continua that 
have a vertex as only relative boundary point. 

Since all circles that touch two concurrent rays are homothetic ima
ges of one another in homotheties centered at the vertex, each bisec
tor is a straight ray through that vertex. Two concurrent straight li 

nes define four concurrent-bisectors, they form two straight lines on 
ly in symmetric geometry. By construction, the intersection of two Y

bisectors of a triangle is the center of a tritangent circle : 

PROPOSlTlON 2. The interior Y-biseotors of a triangle are oonourrent. 

There are three triples oonsisting of two exterior and one interior 

T-biseotor eaoh. 

The existence of the points of intersection is an easy consequence of 
Pasch's axiom. 

The point of concurrence of the three interior bisectors is the cenrer 

l of the inoirole. the homothetic image of Y tangent to the three si
des of the triangle. The contact is oriented if both ABe and ay are 

positively oriented. Let la be a point of contact of the incircle and 
1 a. Then a is orthogonal to IIa and the area of lEe is ¿r lIall. There-

fore, for p = t [11 all + 11 bll + 11 cll], we have 

./), = pr ( 11 ) 

just as in euclidean geometry. 

Another definition of the bisector of an angle is as axis of symmetry 
or as line making equal but opposite angles with the legs: 

DEFlNlTlON. An sm-biseotor of a and b at e is a line of direction pa

rameter t directed towards e for which sm(~(ta),t) = sm(~(tb),t). 

PROPOSlTlON 3. The sm-biseotors are the Y-biseotors. 
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If ay is not strictly convex then the incircle and a will have a seg
ment in common and for sorne ~(ta) and sorne ~(tb) the condition is sa-

tisfied. Let la be the point on 3yna for which s(II) = ~(t). Then 

I III a det(IIa,Z(ta )) = det(IC,Z(ta)) = UICUdet(Z(t),Z(t a)) 

-UIC"sm(~(ta),t) 

Therefore, there exists lb such that IIa = IIb and I is the center of 

a circle of radius Ila which touches both legs (and this holds for 

every point on the bisector, not just the incenter). 

A similar theory holds for Z - and st-bisectors. 

4. 

DEFINITION. The perpendicuZar Z-bisector of a segment AB is the set 
of al1 points P for which "PA" = "PB". The perpendicuZar Y-biseator 

is defined by IPA' = IPBI. A Z-(Y-) midpoint of AB is a point of the 
intersection of AB and its Z-(Y-) perpendicular bisector. 

The Z-bisector of a segment may have nonzero twodimensional measure. 
For example, in' the normalized geometry for which Z is the square of 

side length 23/ 4 parallel the axes with center at O, let AB be a seg

ment parallel the y-axis of length 2a < 23/ 4 . From the endpoints A,B 

we draw the lines parallel the diagonals of Z and get the diamond 
ACBD. Then for any P in one of the exterior vertical angles at C and 
D (the shaded domains in fig.2), "PA" '= "PBU. Al1 bisectors are zero
dimensional if Z and Y are rotundo 

r·-'--------- --¡ . 

I *_.- .. _-_. _._. -.-- ..... 
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PROPOSITION 4. The Z-(or Y-) midpoint of any segment is unique. 

For P E AB, the ratio of division A = IIPAII /IIPBII is stricUy monotone 
increasing and continuous, by the first and third properties of the 
pseudonorm. It increases from O to ~ , therefore it is = 1 at exactly 

oné point. 

In unsymmetric geometry there is no direct connection between the bi
sector sets in the two halfplanes defined by the line AB. For example, 
in the geometry defined by a triangle Z and a point O E int Z, the Z- bi 
sectors p,p' of the segment PB, P = BOnb, are the rays complementary 

to the segments Oe,OA. For any other segment PIQI' PI E b, QI E a, 

O E PIQI' the bisector PI in the halfplane opposite e is p but the 

bisector pi in the halfplane of e is the union of a segment OS on OC 

and a ray parallel p'. 

B 

Fig. 3 

A point R on that ray can be found as follows: Since IIRQ11I = IIRP11I , 

RQ1P I is homothetic to a triangle OQ*P*; there is a one-to-one corres 

pondence between Q* E BA and R. The center X of the homothety is 

b n QIQ*; R is the intersection of XO and the line through Ql parallel 

Q*O. The locus of R is a conic as intersection of two projectively r~ 

lated pencils of lines (through O and Ql)' The line OQl corresponds 

to itself in the projectivity. Hence, the projectivity is a perspecti
vity and the conic is a double lineo Since Q* + A implies X + A, AO is 

an asymptote, 1. e. SR 11 AO, S is found byQl SilBO. 

Busemann [3] has shown that in any symmetric G-space the perpendicular 
bisectors are flat only if the geometry is Klein. The bisector of a 
symmetric Minkowski geometry are flat only if the geometry is euclidean. 
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The theorem can be extended to unsymmetric Minkowski geometry using 
an argument of Blaschke. 

PROPOSITION 5. A geometry in which all Z-(or Y-) perpendicular bise~ 

tors are straight lines is euclidean.The same conclusion holds if 

every Z- (or Y-) perpendicular bisector is the union of two straight 

rays and if. in addition. the Z- (Y~) perpendicular bisectors of two 

segments AB, cn intersecting at their common midpoint have only that 

midpoint in common. 

Let M be the midpoint of AB. (We use only Z, the argument for Y is 
identical). We prove first that the bisectors are straight lines if 
for any other segment cn with midpoint M the bisectors of AB and cn 
have only M in common. We may assume without los s of generality that 
M=O. 11 OAII = 11 OBII = 1. Let r I ,r 2 be the two rays tha t form the bisector. 

For P E r l , let OA'B' be the homothetic image of PAB in the map that 

brings Ponto O and A',B' E az. Clearly, A'B' IIAB. IIPOII --+ ex> implies 

IIA'B'II --+ O. Therefore, the line TI defined by r l intersects az at a 

point P" where a support line is parallel AB. The other point on dZ 

with support line parallel AB is T2 n az by the same argumento By hy-

pothesis, the couples of points of parallel support are in 1-1 order 

preserving correspondence with the directions through O: no point of 
az has more than one support line and no line more than one support 
point; az is rotund (strictly convex and smooth). For AB fixed, 
A' --+ B' defines an affine relation ofaxis r l in the terminology of 

Veblen and Young [11] in one halfplane of AB. If r 2 i TI then at least 

one of A or B would admit two distinct support lines, since the sup
port line at A cannot be the image of the support line at B in two 

elations with different axes. Hence, r l and r 2 are collinear. 

Now let (J AB be the affine ext"ension of the map A'--+ B'. The (J AB genera

te a group of affine maps that admit O as fixed point and Z as inva
riant convex body. Therefore, the group is linear and bounded, it is 
conjugate to an orthogonal group ([7], prop.14-10), Z is an ellipse 
and the geometry is euclidean. 

The Z-midpoint M of a = BC is defined by 11M BII 
. a a 

11 Ma ell. Since 

IIMaBIIZ(t:) = IIMaCllcm(ta,t:)Z(ta ), we have 

1M BI 
_a_ = I cm ( t ,t *) I 
1M el a a 

a 

(1 2) 

The Z-medians of ABC are the lines AMa,BMb,eMc ' Then we have from 

Ceva's theorem [6]: The Z-medians of a triangle are concurrent if and 
only if 

cm (t . t *) cm (t .. t~) cm (t . t *) -1 . (13 ) 
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The Z-medians are concurrent for a11 triang1es if (13) ho1ds for a11 
triples of directions. Por a degenerate triang1e we have, for examp1e, 

t b --+ t a , te --+ t: and therefore cm(t:,t) = -1 'for a11 directions 

tao That means for 5* E ~(t*), s E ~(t) that 

[y(s*)] = [ -1 

Z(t*) -sm(s,t*) 

st(t,s*)] [Y(S)] 

-1 Z(t) 

Since the determinant is 1, either st(t,s*) = O or sm(s,t*) = O. It 
fo110ws from the convexity of Z that st and sm are continuous func

tions of s and t. Therefore, O ~ s,t ~ 2ll is the union of a countab1e 
set of interva1s on which either Z(t*) = -Z(t) or YCs*) = -Y(s). The 
construction of the dual can be given a local version: If az is 

r = r(e) in euclidean polar coordinates and !l(S) = cos Si + sin e i 
then the local dual is the enve10pe of .the lines !l(e).1:. = 1 Ir, [7]. 

Therefore, the local symmetry of az imp1ies that of ay, sm(s,t*) = 

= st(t,s*) = O: 

PROPOSITION 6. The Z-medians of a geometry are aonaurrent for aZZ 

triangZes if and onZy if the geometry is symmetria. In that aase, the 

Z-medians are the affine medians and the Y-medians. 

5. 

In euc1idean geometry, the altitudes are concurrent at the orthocen

ter. A definition of the orthocenter derived from the euc1idean theo
ry of circ1es was studied by Asp1und and Grünbaum [1], their resu1ts 
are va1id for unsymmetric metrics and 1ead to a characterization of 

the geometries defined by strict1y convex, symmetric ova1s. Go1ab and 
Tamássy [4] proved that the altitudes are concurrent in Radon geome

tries. The on1y symmetric Radon curve is the circ1e, this is a charac 
terization of euc1idean geometry. 

A triang1e is isosaeZes in the Z-norm if "a" = [b", it is equiZateraZ 

if "a[ = "b[ = "c[. By the sine theorem, a triang1e is isoste1es if 

and on1y if sm(~(te),ta) = sm(~(tb),te)' It is not obvious that equi-

lateral triang1es exist for a11 directions of the 1egs. Without 1055 

of generality, we assume "a" = "b" "cII = 1. Por a = OA, an equila
tera1 exists if A E 2Z* = -2Z. Por a symmetric metric, Z = -Z and the 

condition is a1ways satisfied: 

PROPOSITION 7. In symmetria me tria, equiZateraZ triangZes exist for 

every direation of the Zeg a. 

The proposition does not ho1d for a11 unsymmetric metrics. Since 
Z n -Z # 0, we can on1y say that equi1atera1 triang1es exist for a 
set of directions with positive linear measure. An examp1e is the geQ 
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metry given by Z the ttiangle (0,1) , (±1,-3), D at the origino The 

admissible directions DA are those for which the y-coordinate of A 

1 is ;;. -'2 . 

Pig.4 

The theory of equilateral triangles can be expected to be simple only 

for symmetric metrics. A few sample theorems: 

PROPOSITION 8. In symmetria metria, an exterior Y-biseator of the 

equaZ Zegs of a Z-isosaeZes triangZe is paraZZeZ to the basis. 

"a" = "-b" implies sm(_(ta),t e ) = sm(_(t=),te ); the direction of the 

bisector is that of C. By a similar argument, we get: 

PROPOSITIDN 9. In symmetria metria, an interior Z-biseator of the 

equaZ Zegs of a Y-isosaeZes triangZe is the aZtitude from base to 

vertex. 

The interior Z-bisector is the st-bisector and satisfies st(~(sa)'s)= 

st(~(s=),s). Por an isosceles triangle, 

Hence, se = s and ~(se) is the direction of the normal from the basis. 

In this way; many theorems of elementary geometry become valid in an 
• -f 
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and integral geometry see [8]. 
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THE NUMBER OF DIAMETERS THROUGH A POINT INSIDE AN OVAL 

G. D. Chakerian 

1. I NTRODUCT I ON. 
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In [6] , Pro fes sor Santal6 raised the question of determining bounds 
on the expected number of normals that can be drawn from a random 
point inside a convéx body to its boundary. If the body has constant 
width this is equivalent to determining bounds on the expected number 
of diameters passing through a random point inside the body, since in 
this case the expected number of normals is just twice the expected 
number of diameters. 

Let K bea plane convex body. Then a diameter is a chord of K whose 
endpoints lie o~ parallel supporting lines of K. For each (x,y) E K, 
~et n(x,y) be the number of diameters of K passing through (x,y) (no
te that n(x,y) might take the value +00). We are interested in the func 
tional I(K) given by 

I(K) ~ IJ K n(x,y) dx dy . 

If we denote by n(K) the expected number of diameters passing through 
a random point of K, then we have 

n(K) = I(K)/A(K) , 

where A(K) is the area of K. 

Let DK = K + (-K) be the differenae body of K. In tase the bounda
ry of K is sufficiently regular, we shall prove that 

(1. 1) } A(DK) ~ I(K) ~ i A(DK) . 

For any plane convex body K, the difference body satisfies the inequa
lities (see Bonnesen and Fenchel [11) 
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(1 .2) 4A(K) ~ A(DK) ~ 6A(K) . 

Combining this with (1.1) gives 

A(K) ~ I(K) ~ 3A(K) 

As a consequence we have 

(1. 3) 1 ~ n (K) ~ 3 • 

The lower bound is not surprising, since a theorem of Hammer [3] gua

rantees that n(x,y) > 1 for all (x,y) E K. 

In Section 3 we shall prove (1.1), which leads to (1.3). We shall 

also show that the given bounds are sharp,in that n(K) = 1 iff K is 
centrally symmetric, and there exist K satisfying the regularity co~ 
ditions we shall impose for which n(K) is as close to 3 as we please. 

Our proofs will depend on transforming I(K) to an integral involving 
the length of a variable diameter and the instantaneous radius of ro 
tation of that diameter. Indeed, let D(a) be the length of a diameter 

making angle a with the horizontal and pea) the distance from the in~ 
tantaneous center of rotation to one endpoint. Then we shall show in 
Section 2 that 

(1.4) 1 J2TI 2 1 2 I(K) = 2 O [p (a)-p(a)D(a) + 2 D (a)]d9 . 

It will follow from this that 

(1. S) I(K) = 1 J2TI p2(a)da . 
2 O 

The latter expression is geometrically plausible when we think of K as 
covered by the infinitesimal sectors of area swept out by diameters 
rotating through an angle da about their instantaneous centers of ro 
tation (see Fig. 2). 

Let R(~) be the radius of curvature at a boundary point of K where 

the supporting line makes angle ~ with the horizontal, and let w(~) 
be the width of K in direction ~, that is, the distance between the 
parallel supporting lines making angle ~ with the horizontal. In sec 
tion 4 we shall derive from (1.5) the expres~ion 

(1 .6) 

In case K has constant width w(~) - b we have in addition 
R(~) + R(~+TI) == b, so (1.6) gives 

(1 • 7) . 1 J 2TI 2 
I(K) = 2 O R (~)d~ . 
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This latter expression also follows from (1.5), since for sets of 

constant width we have p(e) = R(cp) and de = dcp (where e and cp are as 

in Fig. 1). 

Since K has constant width b iff DK is a circular disk of radius b, 

we obtain from (1.1) 

(1 .8) 

The area of aplane set K of constant width b satisfies 

(1. 9) 

with equality' on the lefthand side for a Reuleaux triangle and on the 

righthand side for a circular disk. Using this in (1.8) yields 

(1.10) 1 .,¡;; n(K) .,¡;; _11_ 

1I-l3" 

for plane sets of constant width. The upper bound corresponds to that 

given in [6] for the expected number of normal s that can be drawn to 

the boundary from a random point inside a set of constant width. The 

lower bound is achieved precisely when K is a circular disk, and the 

upper bound when K is a Reuleaux triangle. Our methods give (1.10) 
only for sets of constant width satisfying our regularity assumptions, 

and among such K there are those (approximating Reuleaux triangles) 

for which n(K) is arbitrarily close to the upper bound in (1.10). 

Section 5 contains a discussion of how (1.6) may be viewed as the ana 

logue of (1.7) for aplane convex set K of constant relative width 1 

in the relative geometry whose unit disk is DK. 

We introduce in Section 2 the background necessary for our development 
and proceed to the proofs of the formulas (1.4) and (1.5). 

2. PROOFS OF (1.4) ANO (1.5). 

We shall restrict our considerations to plane convex bodies baving a 

certain degree of regularit~ In the fOllowing, K will be aplane con
vex body whose boundary, to be denoted e, is a convex curve of class 

C3 with nowhere vanishing curvature. We shall refer to such a K as an 

ovaZ. In this case e admits the parametric representation 

(2.1) x = x(cp) y = y(cp) o .,¡;; cp .,¡;; 211 , 

where cp is the angle the tangent line at P(cp) = (x(cp) ,y(cp)) makes with 

the x-axis (Fig.l). 
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Figure 1 

The chord P(~)P(~+n) is a diameter of K making angle e = e(~) with 
the x-axis (as indicated in Fig. 1). Since K is an oval, it is easy 
to see that e is a strictly monotonic function of ~, so it is also in 
fact possible to express ~ = .~(e) as a smooth function of e. 

Let D(~) denote the length of the diameter P(~)P(~+n). Then any point 

(x, y) on this diameter has coordinates of the form 

x = x(~) + A cos e (~) 
(2.2) o .;;; A .;;; D(~) . 

y y(~) + A sin e (~) 

If S is the region in the (~,A)-plane defined by S = {(~,A): 

O .;;; A .;;; D(~) , O .;;; ~ .;;; 2n}, then the equations (2.2) define a smooth 
mapping of S into K. The theorem of Hammer [3) mentioned in the intr~ 
duction tells us that in fact this mapping &ends Santo K. Since 
(~,A) and (~+n,D(~)-A) always have the same image under this mapping, 
we see that each (x,y) E K is the image of 2n(x,y) points of S, where 
n(x,y} is the number of diameters through (x,y). Thus, if J = J(~,A) 

is the Jacobian determinant of the mapping, we have (see Federer (2, 
p. 243J) 

(2.3) 2I(K) = 2ffK n(x,y)dxdy 

Direct calculation from (2.2) gives 
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(2.4) J(¡p,A) = x' (¡p)sin e - y' (¡p)cos e - Ae' , 

where e = e(¡p), and the prime represents differentiation with respect 
to ¡P. But 

(2. S) x' (¡p) = R(¡p)cos ¡p y' (¡p) = R(¡p)sin ¡p o ..; ¡p ..; 2Tr , 

where R(¡p) is the radius of curvature of e at P(¡p). Denoting by 
$ = $(¡p) the angle between the tangent line ard the diameter, as in 
Fig. 1, we obtain by substitution of (2.5) into (2.4), 

(2.6) J = R sin(e-¡p) - Ae' = R sin $ - Ae' . 

Let p(¡p) be the instantaneous radius of rotation of the diameter 
P(¡p)P(¡P+Tr), that is, the distance from the instantaneous center of ro 
tation to the point P(¡p). Let ds be the element of arclength of e at 
P(¡p). Then we have (see Fig. 2) 

(2.7) p(¡p)de = sin $ ds R(¡p}sin $ d¡p . 

Figure 2 

These relations can be derived from the results given in Hammer and 
Smith [4). We have from (2.7) that R(¡p)sin $ = p(¡p)e'. Substitution 
of this into (2.6) gives 

(2.8) J(¡p,A) (p(¡p) -A) e' (¡p) 

Iteration of the rightmost integral in (2.3) then gives 
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(2.9) 1 (K) f211 fD(CP) t O {o Ip(cp)-AldA}e' (cp)dcp 

We let p(e) = p(cp(e)) and D(e) 
to e in (2.9) leads to 

D(cp(e)). Changing variables from cp 

(2.10) 1 f211 fD(e) 
I(K) = 2 o{ O Ip(e)-AldA}de. 

Since any two diameters of an oval K intersect insideK, the centers 
of rotation all belong to K. Consequently p(e) < D(e), and the inner 
integral in (2.10) takes the form 

(2.11) fD(e) fP(e) fD(e) 
O fp(e)-AldA = O (p(e)-A)dA + (A-p(e))dA . 

p(e) 

Evaluation of these integrals then gives, with (2.10), the required 
formula (1.4). 

To obtain (1.5), we rewrite (1.4) in the form 

(2.12) 1 f 211 2 2 I(K) = '4 O [p (e) + (D(e)-p(e)) lde 

Since p(e) + p(e+1I) = D(e), this becomes 

(2.13) 

from which (1.5) follows by the periodicity of p. 

3. THE BOUNDS ON I (K). 

Write equation (1.4) in the form 

(3.1) 

Applying to (3.1) the fact that O < p(D-p) < D2/4, we obtain 

(3.2) 

The boundary of the difference body DK has the polar coordinate repr~ 
sentation r = D(e), O < e < 211, so 

(3.3) f
211 

A(DK) = t O D2(e)de 

The required bounds in (1.1) now follow from ('3.2) and (3.3). 

Equali ty holds on the lefthand side of (3.2), and so of (1: 1), iff 
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p(S)(D(S)-p(S))== D2 (S)/4, which happens precisely when p(S) == D(S)/2. 
In this case each diameter of K is an,area bisector, and it follows 

that K is centrally syrnmetric (see Hammer and Smith [4]). As a fur
ther consequence, since A(DK) = 4A(K) iff K is centrally syrnmetric, 
we see that nCK) = 1 iff K is centrally symmetric. 

The theorems of Hammer and Sobczyk [5] imply that when K is not cen

trallysyrnmetric there exist three diameters surrounding a triangle ~ 
such that n(x,y) ~ 3 for (x,y) E ~. In this case, since n(x,y) ~ 1 . 

for all (x,y) E K, one must have that n(K) > 1. This shows in another 
way that n(K) = 1 only if K is centrally symmetric. 

Equality can hold on the righthand side of (3.2) and (1.1) iff 
p(S) (D(S)-p(S)) == O. This is not possible for our class of ovals; ho
wever we can find ovals K for which I(K) is arbitrary close to 
A(DK)/2. For example, appropriate approximations of triangles will 
have this property, and we can find such K with n(K) as close to 3 as 
we please. In that sense the bounds in (1.3) are sharp. 

4. PROOF OF (1.6). 

If w(~) is the width of K, then we have w(~) 
Thus from (2.7) we obtain 

D(S)sin W (see Fig.l). 

( 4. 1 ) 

Since W(~+1T) 

(4.2) 

p(S)dS = sin W ds w(~) R(~)d~ 
D(S) 

w(~) and D(S+1T) 

p(S+1T)dS 

D(S), we also have 

w(~) R(~+1T) d~ 
D(S) 

Comparison of (4.1) and (4.2) yields 

p(S+1T) 

P (S) 

from which it follows that 

Thus we have 

(4.3) 

D(S) = p(S)+p(S+1T) R(~)+R(~+1T) 

R(~) p(S) p(S) 

peS) D(S)R(~) 

R(~) +R(~+1T) 

Then (4.1) and (4.3) yield 

(4.4) 2 R2(~)w(~) p (S)dS = p(S) p (S)dS 1= d~ 
R(~) +R(~+1T) 
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5. INTERPRETATION OF (1.6) IN RELATIVE GEOMETRV. 

In relative differential geometry in the plane (see, for example, 
Bonnesen and Fenehel [1)), one replaees the ordinary Euelidean unit 
disk by an arbitrarycentrally symmetrie eonvex body E eentered at 
the origino The reZative width of a eonvex set K is the Euelidean 
width divided by half the width of E in the same direetion. Then K 

.has aonstant reZative width b iff DK = K + (-K) = bE. 

Given an oval K, we take E = DK as our unit disk for a relative geo
metry. Then K has contant relative width 1, relative to E .. Let ds (cp) 

be th~ Euelidean element of arelength of K at P(cp), and dS(cp) the 
Euelidean element of arelength of E at the boundary point with out
ward normal parallel to the outward normal of K at P(cp). The reZative 

radius of aurvature of K at P(cp) , denoted by R(cp) , is 

But we have ds(cp) 
Henee 

(5.1) 

R(cp)dcp and, sinee E = DK, dS(cp) (R(cp) +R(cp+1T)) dcp. 

R(cp) 
R(cp) +R(cp+1T) 

The reZative araZength eZement of E, at a boundary point where the 
supporting line makes angle cp with the horizontal, is 
dS(cp) h(E,cp)dS(cp), where h(E,cp) is the supporting funetion of E. 
Sine e E = DK we have h(E,cp) = w(cp) = the width of K. This gives 

(5.2) w(cp)dS(cp) = w(cp) (R(ip)+R(cp+1T) )dcp 

From (5.1) and (5.2) we obtain then for (1.6) the form, 

(5.3) I (K) = t J R2 dS 

where the integration is over the boundary of E = DK with respeet to 
the relative arelength indueed by E. Thus (1.6) may be viewad as the 
generalization of (1.7) to sets of eonstant relative width. 
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SOME NEW CHARACTERIZATIONS OF VERONESE SURFACE 

AND STANDARD FLAT TOR! 

Bang-yen Chen and Shi-jie Li 

Ved'¿eated to PILO 6 e~~ OIL Luú A. Santa.e6 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

29,1 

Let M be a (connected) surface in a Euclidean m-space Em• Por any 
point p in M and any unit vector t at p tangent to M, the vector t 
and and the normal space T1M of M at p determine an (m-1)-dimensio-

p 
nal vector subspace E(p,t) frf Em through p. The intersection of M and 
E(p,t) gives rise a curve y in a neighborhood of p which is called 
the normal seation of M at p in the direction t. The surface M is 
said to have pZanar normal seations if normal sections of M are pla
nar curves. In this case, for any normal section y, we have 
y' A y" 11 y'" = O identically. A surface M is said to have pointwise 

planar normal seations if, for each point p in M, normal sections at 
p satisfy y'IIy"IIY'" = O at p (Le., normal sections at p have "zere 
torsion" at p ). It is clear that if a surface M lies in a linear 3-sut 

space E3 of Em, then M has planar normal sections and has pointwise 
planar normal sections. 

We shall now define the Veronese surface. Let (x,y,z) be the natural 

coordinate system in E3 and (u1,u2,u3,u4,u5 ) the natural coordinate 

system in ES. We consider the mapping defined by 

1 - yz 
13 

2 1 u3 1 u zx xy 
13 13 

uS 1 2 2 2z2) . 6" (x + y -

This defines an isometric irnrnersion of S2(13) into the unit hyper

sphere 54 (1) of ES. Two points (x,y,z) and (-x,-y,""z) of 5 2 (13) are 

mapped into the same point of S4(1), and this mapping defines an irn

bedding of the real projective plane into 54 (1). This real projective 

plane imbedded in ES is called the Vex'onese surface (see, for instan
ce, [4].) 

In [2], we have proved the following. 
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THEOREM A. Let M be a surface in Em. If M has pointwise planar normal 

sections, then, locally, M lies in a linear 5-subspace ES of Em. 

The classification of sur faces in Em with planar normal sections was 
obtained in [3]. 

THEOREM B. Let M be a surface in Em. If M has planar normal sections, 

then, either, locally, M lies in a linear 3-subspace E3 or, up to si-

milarity transformations of Em, M is an open portion of the Veronese 

surface in a ES. 

In view of TheoremsA and B, it is an interesting problem to classify 

surfaces in ES with pointwise planar normal sections. As we already 

mentioned, every surface in E3 has pointwise planar normal sections. 

A surface M in Em is said to lie essentially in Em if, locally, M 

does not lie in any hyperplane Em-l of Em. According to Theorem A, 

the classification problem of surfaces in Em with pointwise planar 
normal sections remains open only for sur faces which lie essentially 

either in ES or in E4 . 

In this paper, we will solve this problem completely for surfaces 

which lie essentially in ES. Furthermore, we will obtain three clas

sification theorems for surfaces in E4 . As biproducts sorne new geome
tric characterizations of the Veronese surface and standard flat tori 

are then obtained. 

2. PRELIMINARIES. 

Let M be a surface in Em. We choose a local field of orthonormal fra

me {el, ... ,em} in Em such that, restricted to M, the vectors e l ,e2 

are tangent to M and e 3 , ... ,em are normal to M. We denote by 

{w l , ... ,wm} the field of dual frames. The structure equations of ES 

are given by 

(2.1) dwA -¿ A B 
wB " w o , 

(2.2) A 
dW B -¿ A e 

w c " wB 

A,B,C, ... 1,2 •••. ,m. 

Restricting these forms on M, we have wr = O, r,s,t, ... 

Since 

3, ... ,m. 
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Cartan's Lemma implies 

(2.4) r ¿ h:. wj h: . h: . w. = 
1 1J 1J J1 

From these formulas we obtain 

(2.5) dw i = -¿ w~" wj , 
J 

(2.6) (¡)~ + w~ O , 
J 1 

(2.7) dw~ -¿ i k + g~ g~ = í ¿ 
i wk " wJl. 

J wk " wj J J RjkJI. , 

(2.8) i ¿(h~khjJl. h~Jl.hjk) RjkJl. = - , 

(2.9) dwr -¿ r t + gr o JI. í ¿ Rr .. wi "wj 
s wt "ws s S S1J 

(2.10) Rr .. ¿ (h~ih~j - h~jh~i) S1J k 

The Riemannian connection of M is defined by (W~). The form (w~) def! 

nes a connection D in the normal bundle of M. We call h ¿ h: .wiwje 
1J r 

the second fundamental form of the surface M. We call H í tr h the 

mean curvature vector of M. We take exterior differentiation of (2.4) 

and define r hijk by 

(2.11) ¿ h:jkwk = dh~j - ~ h~Jl.w1 - ¿ h~jw~ + ¿ h~jw~ 

Then we have the following equation of Codazzi, 

(2.12 ) 

-If we denote by V and V the covariant derivatives of M and Em, respe~ 
tively, then, for any two vector fields X, Y tangent to M and any vec 
tor field 1;; normal to M, we have 

(2.13) 

(2.14 ) 

where Al;; denotes the Weingarten map with respect to 1;;. If < , > deno

tes the inner product of Em, theri 

(2.15) <AI;;X,Y> = <h(X,Y),I;;> . 

If we define Vh by 

~2. 16) 
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then equation (2.12) of Codazzi becomes 

(2.17) 

lt is well-known that Vh is a normal-bundle-valued tensor of type 
(0,3) . 

We need the following theorems for the proof of Theorem 1. 

THEOREM C. (Chen [1]). A surface M of Ero has pointwise planar normal 

sections if and only if (Vth)(t,t) 1\ h(t,t) = O for any t E TM. 

THEOREM D. (Chen [2]). Let M be a surface in Ero with pointwise planar 

normal sections. Then 1m h is parallel. 

3. CLASSIFICATION OF SURFACES IN E5 . 

In this section we shall prove the following. 

THEOREM 1. Let M be a surface which lies essentially in ES. Then, up 

to similarities of ES, M is an open portion of the Veronese surface 

in ES if and only if M hai pointwise planar normal sections. 

Proof. Let M be a surface in ES with pointwise planar normal sections. 

We choose a local field of orthonormal frame {el,e2,e3,e4,eS} such 

that, restricted to M, e 3 is in the direction of the mean curvature 

vector H, el' e2 are the principal directions of A3 = Ae . Then e3 
) 

is perpendicular to h(e l ,e 2). We further choose eS so that eS is in 

the direction of h(e 1,e 2). Then, with respect to {e l ,e 2,e),e4 ,e S} , 

we have 

A = (a 
) O :J A4 [: -:J As 

Thus, we have 

(3. 1 ) h(e1,e l ) = ae) + ye 4 + neS ' h(e 1,e 2) 

h(e 2,e2) = 6e ) - ye4 - neS 

lt is easy to see that dim lmh = 3 if and only if 
h(e1,e 1) 1\ h(e l ,e 2) 1\ h(e 2,e2) # O. Therefore, dim lmh 

ly if (a+6)yc # O. We put 

(3.2) M) = {p E M I dim 1m h 3} . 

[: -~) 

ce S ' 

3 if and on-
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that M does not lie essentially in ES. Prom now on, we assume that M 
lies essentialli in ES. Then M3 is not empty. We denote by N a compo

nent of M3' On N, we have 

(3.3) (a+l3)yt5 ,¡. O • 

Prom (2.16) and (3.1) we find 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

[el (a) + yoo t(e 1) + noo ;(e1)]e 3 + 

+ [aoo;(e 1) + e 1 (y) + noo~(e1)]e4 + 

552 + [aoo 3 (e 1) + yoo 4 (e 1) + e 1 (n) - 2t5oo 1 (e 1)]e S ' 

[e2 (a) + yoo t(e 2) + noo ;(e 2)]e3 + 

+ [aoo;(e2) + e 2 (y) + noo~(e2)]e4 + 

+ [aoo~(e2) + yoo~(e2) + e 2(n) - 2t5oo~(e2)]eS ' 

3 2 [000 5 (el) + (a-l3)oo 1 (el)] e 3 + 

+ [ooo~(e1) + 2yoo i(e 1)]e4 + 

+ [e 1(0) + 2noo i(e 1)]e S ' 

3· 3 
[ el (13) - yoo 4 (e 1) - noo 5 (e 1) ] e 3 + 

4 4 
+ [1300 3 (e 1) - el (y) - noo 5 (e 1) ] e 4 + 

551 
+ [1300 3 (e 1) - yoo 4 (e 1 ) - el (n) - 2000 2 (e 1 ) ] eS 

3 2 [1500 5 (el) + (a-l3)oo 1 (e 2)] e3 + 

4 2 + [t5ooS (e2) + 2yoo 1 (e 2)]e4 + 

2 
+ [e2 (t5) + 2noo 1 (e2)]e S ' 

3 3 [e2 (13) - yoo 4 (e2) - nOO S(e 2)]e3 + 

4 4 + [l3oo 3 (e 2) - e 2 (y) - nOO S(e 2)]e4 + 

551 
+ [1300 3 (e.~) - YOO 4 (el) - e 2 (n) - 21500 2 (e 2)] eS 

Because M has pointwise planar normal sections, Theorem C implies 

for some local functions A1,A2' Combining (3.1), (3.4), (3.9) with 
(3.10) we obtain 



(3.11) ella) 

(3.12) el(y) 

(3.13) el (n) 

(3.14) e 2 (a) 

(3.15) e 2 (y) 

(3.16) e 2 (n) 

(3.5) , Moreover, from 

zzi, we also have 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

= 
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aA l 
4 

+ yoo 3 (e l ) 

YA l 
4 - aoo 3 (e l ) 

n Al 
5 - aoo 3 (e l ) 

a A2 
4 

- YOO 3 (e 2) 

YA 2 
4 

+ aoo 3 (e 2 ) 

n A2 + 
5 aOO 3 (e 2) 

(3.6) , (3.7) , 

+ noo~(el) 

5 
+ nOO 4 (el) 

5 
- YOO4 (e l) + 2Iloo~(el) 

5 - noo 3 (e 2) 

+ noo¡(e2) 

5 - yoo4 (e2 ) 2 + 2Iloo l (e 2) 

(3.8) and equation (2.17) 

o 

o . 

Let t = el + ke 2 . Then, from Theorem C, we have 

(3.23) 

of Coda-

for any k. Because e 3 11 e 4 ' e 3 11 e 5 and e 4 11 e 5 are linearly independent, 

(3.1), (3.3), (3.4) - (3.10), and (3.23) imply 

(3.24) 

(3.25) o 

(3.26) o 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) . 

'L' ___ .... r"'Z 'l~"\ .... _..l ('7 ..,.,,, ....... .c.:_~ 
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(3.30) o • 

From (3.24) and (3.26) we find 

(3.31) 

Similarly, from (3.21), (3.22), (3.28) and (3.29), we also have 

(3.32) o 

(3.33) o . 

From (3.22) and (3.24) we find 

(3.34) o 

Similarly, from (3.21) and (3.27) we get 

(3.35) 

From (3.21), (3.30) and (3.22) and (3.31), we obtain, respectively, 

(3.36 ) o 

(3.37) o • 

From (3.21) and (3.36), we obtain 

(3.38) o 

Similarly, from (3.22) and (3.~7), we obtain 

(3.39) o • 

Combining (3.21) and (3.38) we have 

(3.40) YA l 
5 

+ 6Yúli(e 2) O - 30úl4 (e 2) 

Equations (3.22) and (3.39) imply 

(3.41) YA 2 + 30úl;(e l ) 2 - 6Yúl l (e l ) O 

From (3.34) and (3.39) we find 

H (3.42) aA 2 + 30úl ;(e l ) - 3 (a- 6)úli (e l) O 

Similarly, we have 
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(3.43) o • 

From (3.32) and (3.39) we find 

(3.44) o • 

Similarly, we also have 

(3.45) 

Now, we want to claim that N is pseudo-umbilical in ES, i. e., o; == 13 on 
N. Assume that o; # 13 at a point p E N. Then there is an open neigh
borhood U of p in N such that o; # 13 everywhere on U. From (3.38) -
(3.45), we obtain the following expression of wi and w: on U, 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) wS 
3 

S w4 (3.49) 

{ 26n~1 +[0;(0;+13) + 2621~2} wl + 

3(0;2_132) 

+ 

rn~1 + 26~2} (¡JI + r6~1 - 2n~2} 
3(0;+13) 3(0;+13) 

rY6n~1 + y [(0;+13)2 + 4621~2} 
wl 

3ó(0;2_132) 

+ {y[(0;+13)2 + 4621~1 
36(0;2_13 2 ) 

- 4Y6n~2} 
w 

w2 

+ 

2 

Now, we shall make a careful study of the integrability condition to 
obtain a contradiction. In order to do so, we need to compute the ex-

terior derivatives of (ws ). 
r 

From (3.47) we have 

(3.50) 

Thus, byapplying (3.11) - (3.18), (3.46) and a direct long computa

tion, we may find 

(3.51) 
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1 Z 
00 11 00 

Similarly, we may also obtain 

(3.5Z) 

(3.53) 

1 {6(aZ_S Z)oZ [el (A 1)-e Zp,z)] 
90(a+S)Z(a-S) 

- 6(aZ-SZ)on[eZ(Al)+el(AZ)] 

- Z{ (oZ_yZ) [(a+S) Z+40 Z] +ZoZn Z} (Ai+ A;) + 

+ ZoZ[S(a+S)+ZoZ]Ai+ZoZ[a(a+S)+ZoZ]Az + 

2 Z 1 Z + ZoCa -S )nA1AZ} 00 11 00 , 

Z Z 
- 1Zy on(a -S ) [eZ(Al)+elUZ)] 

- [(a+S)Z(aZ+aS+SZ)y + 

+ ZyoZ(5a Z+5S Z+4nZ+40 Z)] (Ai+ A;) + 

Z Z Z Z Z Z + y [(a+S) +40 ] (S A1+a AZ) + 

+ 4yonCaZ-SZ)AlAZ} oo 1 11oo Z 

On the other hand, by using C2.10) and (3.1), we have 

(3.54) o 

(3.55) (S-a)o 

(3.56) 5 R41Z = -Zyo 

Therefore, by equation (Z.9) of Ricci, equations (3.47) - (3.49) and 
(3.54) - (3.56), wealso have 

(3. 57) 4 _ Zyn Z Z 1 Z dOO 3 - -C90(a-S))C~1+A2) 00 11 00 

(3.58) 5 1 {2y Z[ (a+S)Z+40 Z] (Ai+ A;) dOO 3 -
90(a Z-S2)(a+S) 

_ 90 Z(a Z_S Z)Z} 1 Z 
00 11 00 

(3.59) 5 -Zyo {2ui+A;)+9Ca+S)Z} 00 1 11 00 
Z dOO 4 

9(a+S)Z 

Comparing (3.51) with (3.57), we find 
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(3.60) 

Comparing(3.52) with (3.58), we find 

(3.61) o [el (Al) -e 2 (A 2)]-n [e2 (Al)+e l (A 2)] 

~ 2 {[a(a+S)+202+2n2]Ai+[S(a+S)+202+2n2]A~} 
3(a -S ) 

132 2 - 3 nAl A2 - z(a -S )0 

Combining (3.53) with (3.59), we get 

(3.62) 2 2 [(a+S) +40 ][ el (Al)-e2(A2)]-40n [e 2 (A l )+e l (A 2)] 

_--;;-,1~_ {(a+S) 2 (a2+aS+S2) + 
3(a2 _S 2) 

+ 202(3a 2+4aS+3S 2+4n2+40 2)] (Ai+A~) 

_~1~_ {[(a+S)2+40 2] (S2 A2+a 2A2)} 
3(a2_S2) 1 2 

4 222 - 3 onAlA2-60 (a -S ) . 

Substituting (3.60) into (3.61), we obtain 

(3.63) e l (A l )-e2 (A 2) = 1 {[a(a+S)+202]A21 + 
3(a2_S 2) 

+ [S(a+S)+20 2] A~}-t(a2-s2) 

Substituting (3.60) and (3.63) into (3.62), we may obtain 

(3.64) 

This contradicts to (3.3) because we assume that a ~ S. 
Therefore, we have proved that a = S identically on N, i.e., N is 

pseudo-umbilical in ES. Because a == S, (3.42), (3.43), (3.44) and 
(3.45) reduce to 

(3.65) aA 2 
S + 30w3 (e l ) O 

(3.66) SA 1 + S 30w 3 (e 2) = O 

(3.67) (a+S) SAl = _202A l + 20nA2 ' 

2 
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From (3.67) and (3.68) we obtain 

(3.69) A = 1 A = 2 O . 
Thus, from (3.30) and (3.31), we have 

(3.70) 5 6w4 
2 = 2yw 1 

From (3.38), (3.39), (3.42) and (3.4'3), we find 

(3.71) wj = w~ = O 

Substituting (3.69) and (3.71) into (3.11), (3.14), (3.17) and (3.18), 

we find 

(3.72) a = B = constant on N . 

From (3.12), (3.15), (3.69) and (3.71), we obtain 

(3.73) dy 

From (2.9), (2.10), (3.1) and (3.71), we find 

(3.74) 

Using (3.13), (3.16), (3.69), (3.70) and (3.71), we have 

(3.75) 

Taking exterior differentiation of (3.73) and app1ying (2.9), (2.10), 

and (3.74), we obtain 

(3.76) O 

From (3.76) we get 

(3.77) n = O • 

Since (3.74) ShOW5 that w¡ r O, (3.75) and (3.77) give 62 

Without 1055 of genera1ity, we may a55ume that 

(3.78) 6 -y • 

From (3.70) and (3.7&.), we find 

(3.79) 

2 Y • 
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From (3.73) and.(3.77), we see that D = -y is a nonzero constant on ~ 
Thus, by the definition of N and continuity, we conclude that N is the 
whole surface M. 

From (2.7), (2.9), (3.1), (3.74), (3.78) and (3.79) we find 

(3.80) 2 (l 

Consequently, we may assume that (l = -/3 y. Therefore, by combining 
(3.71), (3.77), (3.79) and (3.80), we conclude that the connection 

form (oo!), restricted to N, is given by 

o 

-/3 yool 

2 -yoo 

o 

-/3 yoo2 

2 -yoo 

1 -yoo 

o 

o 

o 

1 -yoo 

o 

o 

1 yoo 

o 

o 

This shows that, up to similarity transformations of E5 , M coincides 
locally with the Veronese surface [4]. 

Conversely, if, up to similarity transformations of E5 , M is an open 
portion of the Veronese surface, then M has parallel second fundamen

tal form, i.e., Vh = O. Thus, by Theorem C of Chen [1], we conclude 
that M' has pointwise planar normal sections. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 

4. SURFACES INE 4 WITH CONSTANT MEAN CURVATURE. 

In this and the next two sections, we will study surfaces in E4 • Assu 
that M is a surface in E4 with pointwise planar normal sections. -

We choose a local field of orthonormal frame {e1 ,e2,e3,e4} so that, 
me 

restricted to M, e3 is in the direction of H, el' e 2 are the princi

pal directions of A3' Then e 3 is perpendicular to h(e 1,e2). With res

pect to {e l ,e2 ,ej,e4}, we have 

Thus we have 

( 4. 1 ) h(e ,e ) (le +ne h(e"e) De h(e , e ) Se -ne . 
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It is easy to find that the mean curvature, the normal curvature and 
the Gauss curvature of M in E4 are given respectively by 

IHI = -tla+131 , KN = 2(a-13)Z 02 and K = a13 - nZ - 02 . 

Since M has pointwise planar normal sections, Theorem e implies 

(4.2) (Velh) (el,e l ) 

(Vez h)(e 2,e2) = A2h(e2 ,eZ) 

for sorne local functions Al' A2. Using the same method as before, we 
have the following 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4. S) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

4 4 - 3n ow 3 (e l ) - 3a(a+13)w3 (eZ) + 

2 + 3(a-13)nwl(el) = O 

224 4 - 3(a +a13+20 )w 3 (e 1) - 3now3(e2) + 

+ 6(a-13)owi(e 1) + 3(a-13)nwi(e2) = O 

4 .. 2 Z 4 + 3now3(e1) - 3(a13+13 +20 )w 3 (e 2) 

2 2 3(a-13)nw1(e 1) + 6(a-13)ow 1(e 2) 

313nA1 + 213 oA 2 - 3(a+13)13wj(e 1) + 3n ow j(ez) 

2 
- 3(a-13)nw1(e2) O. 

O 

rHEOREM 2. Let M be a 8urfaae whiah lies essentially in E4. Then M is 

an open portion of the produat surfaae of two planar aira les if and 

only if M has pointwise planar normal seations and aonstant mean aur

vature. 
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Proof. lf M is an open portion of the product surface oí two planar 
circles, then ii is easy to check that M has constant mean curvature 
and pointwise planar normal sections. 

Now, let M be a surface which lies essentially in E4 • Assume that M 

has constant mean curvature and pointwise planar normal sections. 
Then, by using Theorem 4 of [2], we see that a+ll ., O. We want to claim 
that (a-ll)o = O. Assume that (a-ll)o., O. lf n ., O, th~n by elimina-

ting oo~(e1) , oo~(e2) from (4.12) and (4.13) with the help of (4.11), 
(4.14), we have 

(4.15) 2[(a+ll)n 2 - 2ao 2]A¡ + 2(3a+ll)n oA 2 

- 3(a+ll)2noo~(e¡) + 6a(a+ll)ooo~(e2) O 

(4.16) -2(a+311)noA1 + 2[(a+ll)n 2 - 21102]A2 + 

+ 6(a+ll)llooo~(e1) + 3(a+ll)2noo~(e2) O. 

Combining (4.15) and (4.16), we have 

(4.17) [(a+ll)2n2 + 4allo 2][ 2nA1 + 20A 2 - 3(a+ll)oo~(e¡)] 

lf (a+ll)2n2 + 4allo 2 .,.0. We have from (4.11) - (4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

2 2 2noA1 + (a +aa+20 )A2 
--"----,,,....--.,....-------"- 00 ¡ + 

3(a2 _a 2) 

+ (all+1l2+20 2)A¡ - 2n oA 2 00 2 

3(a2 _s 2 ) 

2(nA¡+OA2) 00 1 + 2(oA¡-nA 2) 00 2 

3(a+S) . 3(a+S) 

O • 

lf (a+ll)2n2 + 4aSo 2 O, differentiating this relation, we have, with 
the help of (4.3) - (4.10), 

(4.20) [a(a+S)n2 - 2aSo 2]A 1 + 4alln oA 2 

- [a(a+ll)2 + 2(a-ll)o2]noo~(e1) + 

2 2 4 2 2 + [4aS(a+ll) - (a+S)n - 2ao ] ooo 3(e 2)+2(a-a) nooo¡(e1) + 

+ (a-a)[ (a+S)n 2 + 2ao 2]ooi(e2) = O . 

(4.21) 

2 4 
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+ [f3 (a + f3) 2 - 2 (a - f3) 02] T)úl ~ (e 2) + 

+ (~-f3)[ (a+f3)T)2 + 2f302]úli(el) + 

2 2 + 2(a-f3) T)Oúl l (e 2) = O . 

From (4.11) - (4.14) and (4.20), (4.21), we still have (4.18),. (4.19). 
Because IHI is constant, differentiating the relation a+f3 = constant, 
we have 

(4.22) o 

(4.23) 

Substituting (4.18), (4.19) into (4.22), (4.23), we get 

(4.24 ) o 

(4.25) (3f3+a)A;= O . 

Thus we have (i) Al = A2 - O, or fii) 3a+f3 = O, 3f3+a = O, or (iii) 

3a+f3 = O, A2 = O, or (iv1 3f3+a = O, Al = O. If case (i) occurs, (4.18) 

and (4.19) imply úli = úl~ = O. In particular, we have KN = o. Thus, by 

applying Theorem S of Chen [2], we see that M is an open portion of 
the product surface of two planar circles. In particular, we have 
o = O. This is a contradiction. If case (ii) occurs, we have a = f3 
= O. This contradicts to a+f3 i O. For case (iii), differentiating 
3a+f3 O, we have 

Since A2 O, ( 4 . 7), ( 4 . 8), ( 4. 1 8), ( 4 . 1 9), and (4. 26) imp 1 y 

(4.-27) 

From this we may again obtain a contradiction. The last case is simi
lar to case (iii). Consequently, we have T) = O. 

If (a-f3) 0 i O and af3 i O, then from (4.3) (4.14) we have 
. 2 

- af3+o = O 

and 

(4.28) 2 aA 2 
úl I 

f3 Al 2 úl l 3 (a+f3) - 3(a+f3) úl 

(4.29) 4 
20A 2 1 

20A l 2 
úl 3 3(a+f3) úl + 3(a+f3) úl 

Differentiating a+f3 = constant, ~e have (4.22) and (4.23). By subs
tituting (4.28) and (4.29) into (4.22) and (4.23), we obtain 
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(4.30) 222 (3a + 2aS + S - 20 )A l = O , 

(4.31) O • 

Thus, (i) Al = A2 = O, or (ii) 3a 2 + 2aS + S2 - 20 2 = O and 

a 2 + 2aS + 3S2 - 20 2 O, or (iii) 3a 2 + 2aS + S2 20 2 = O and 

A2 O, or (iv) Al = O and a 2 + 2aS + 3S 2 - 20 2 = O. 

Case (i) contradicts the assumption. Case (ii) imp1ies a 2 = a2 which 
contradicts the assumpt10n too. For case (iii), since aS + 02 = O , 
we obtain 

(4.32) 

This imp1ies 3a+S = O. We know that this is impossib1e. The 1ast case 
is similar to case (iii). 

If (a-S)o # O and aS = O, then without 1055 of genera1ity, we may 
assume S = O. From (4.3) - (4.14), we have 

(4.33) el(S) 
4 2 O -ow3 (e 2) + aw l (e2) , 

e 2 (n) 2 = O = 20w l (e 2) (4.34) 

(4.35) 20A l 
4 = 3aw 3 (e 2) = O 

These imp1y Al = O and since a = n = O, we have h(e 2,e2) = O. Thus, 

by (4.2), we may choose A2 = O. From these we obtain a contradiction. 

Consequent1y, we obtain (a-S)o = O. Thus, KN = O, from which we ob-

tain Theorem 2 by app1ying Theorem 5 of Chen [2]. (Q.E.D.) 

5. SURFACES IN E4 WITH CONSTANT NORMAL CURVATURE. 

In this section, we give the fo110wing classification resulto 

THEOREM 3. Let M be a surfaae whiah lies essentiaZly in E4. Then M 
is an open portion of the produat surfaae of two planar aira les if 

and only if M has pointwise planar normal seations and aonstant nor

mal aurvature. 

Proof. Let M be a surface which 1ies essential1y in E4 . Assume M has 
constant normal curvature and pointwise p1anar normal sections. As 

mentioned in the proof of Theorem 2 we may assume that a+S # O. We 
want to claim that (a-a)o O. Assume that (a-a)o # O. Because, 
(a-a)o = constant, we have 
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(5.1) 15 leí (a) e e í (6)] + (a-6)e í (15) = O, i 1 ,2 • 

Assume that n ~ O. Using (4.3) - (4.10) and (4.18), (4.19), we obtain 
from (5.1), 

(5.2) O 

(5.3) 

From these, we know that either Al = A2 = O or A2 + A2 
1 .2 

O and 

(5.4) 

4 The first case implies that w3 = O which gives (a-6)1S = O. In the se-

cond case, we differentiate (5.4) to obtain 

(5.5) 

where we haveused (4.3) - (4.10) and (4.18), (4.19). From (5.5) we 

find n2 +1S 2 = O which contradicts to thea~umption. Consequently, we 
have n O. 

If a6 ~ O and (a-6)1S #0, then, from (4.3)-(4.14), wehave (4.28) and (4.29: 

and a6+1S 2 = O. Differentiating KN, we-find 

(5.6) i = 1,2 

Using (4.3), (4.4), (4.7), (4.8), (4.28) and (4.29), we have from 
(5.6) , 

(5.7) (5a~36)Al = (3a-56)A 2 = O • 

Since a6+1S 2 = O, 5a-36 and 3a-56 are nonzero. Thus, Al = 1. 2 = O. This 
will give a contradiction. If (a-6)1S # O and a6 = O, then, by the sa
me argument asgiven in section 4, we also have a contradiction. Thus, 
we have (a-6)1S = O, Le., KN = O. Therefore, by Theorem 5 of Chen [2], 
M is an open portion of the product surface of two planar circles. 
The converse of this is clear. (Q.E.D.) 

6. SURFACES'IN E4 WITH CONSTANT GAUSS CURVATURE. 

4 THEOREM 4. Let M be a supfaae whiah Zies essentiaZZy in E . If M has 

pointwise pZanap nopmaZ seations and aonstant Causs aupvatupe, then 

M has vanishing Gauss aupvatupe. 

Ppoof. Let Mbe a surface which lies essentially in E4. Assume that M 
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has constant Gauss curvature K and pointwise planar normal sections. 

We may assume that a+S '" O by Theorem 4 of [2]. If (a-S)ne '" O, then, 
by differentiating K, we have 

(6. 1 ) i 1 ,2 . 

u s ing (4. 3) - ( 4. 1 O), ( 4 . 1 8), ( 4 . 1 9) and (6. 1) we find 

(6.2) O • 

From this, we may conclude that K = aS - n2 - e2 = O. 

If (a-S)e '" O, aS '" O, but n O, then we have (4.28), (4.29) and 

aS+e 2 = O. Differentiating K aS-e 2 ~ constant, we have 

(6.3) 

From (4.3), (4.4), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8), (4.10), (4.28) and (4.29), we have 

(6.4) 

Thus, we have as-e 2 = O which contradicts aS+e 2 = O. If (a-S)o '" O 
but n = aS = O, then by a similar argument as given in section 4, we 
have a contradiction too. 

When (a-S)o = O, KN = O. In this case, Theorem S of [2] implies that 
M is an open portion of a flat torus. Thus, K = O. (Q.E.D.) 
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SECTIONAL VORONOI TESSELLATIONS 

R.E. Miles 

Ved~cazed zo L.A. Santa!6, by way 06 who~e de!~ghz6u! 'In
Vtoduczún zo InzegJta!Ge.omezJty' [16] 1 wa~ 6.{A~z expo~ed ~n 

1959 Zo zhe beauz~e~ 06 geomezJty and Jtandomne~~ comb~ned. 
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ABSTRACT. Formulae for the expected mean s-content of s-facet per po-

1ytope in the Voronoi random polytopal tessellation V of Rd , wlth res 

pect to a homogeneous Poisson point process basis, are derived. 
s-flat sectionsof V yie1d a new class of random s-dimensional polyto

pal tessellations, whose properties are exp10red for s = 1,2,3. 

l. I NTROOUCT I ON & SUMMARY. 

The area of random tessellations is ~n important one in stochastic 

geometry, and sorne of the earliest work is due to L.A. Santa16 [12, 
14,15]. An s-flat section of an ergodic homogeneous and isotropic ra~ 

dom polytopal tessellation of Rd is a similar such tessellation in 
the s-f!at as containing space (1 ~ s ~ d-l). The main interest in 

this paper is in exploring properties,of such sectional tessellations. 

In section 2, Santa16's basic formula for the expected mean projec

tions of the isotropic uniform random section of a domain, in tenns of the 
mean projections of the doma in itself, finds useful application; in 

particular to sectional tessellations. The most rewarding specific 
random tessellations as regards sectioning arethe Voronoi tes sella
tions V considered in Section 3. An explicit formula for the mean 5-
content E{L s } of s-facet per polytope of V is derived;" the case 5=0 

gives the mean number of vertices. Sectional Voronoi tessellations 

are examined in Section 4, with exact mean sectional values being ob
tained fo"r s = 1,2 and asymptotic ones as d -+ 00 for s=3. In fact, an 
s-section of homogeneous V is stochastically equivalent to an s-sec
tion of a corresponding inhomogeneous (s+l)-dimensional structure. In 

Section S, this aspect is explored in sorne detail 1n the line section 
case 5=1, with an integral expression being given for the interval 
length distribution. Finally, in Section 6, generalized Voronoi tess~ 
llations Vn , involving the nearest n particles to a point, rather 
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analogous formula for E{L s } to that obtained for V in Section 3, and 

an integral expression for thevolume moments in s-sections, are de
rived. 

Sorne of the results have been stated elsewhere [8,91, but without 
proofs. 

PRELIMINARIES. Qd(x,r) represents the closed ball with centre x, ra

dius r, in euclidean d-space Rd , with boundary sphere aQd(x,r). 

! ... !m is used for appropriate measure, of dimensionm, e.g. 

!Qd(x,r)!d = udrd where ud = 1Td/2/r(~+1) , and !'aQd(x,r)!d_l 

0drd-1 where 0d = 21Td/2/r(~). 

2. FLAT SECTIONS OF RANDOM TESSELLATIONS. 

The following result is essentially due to Santal6 [17; Section 51, 
but the form we present here is that given in [4; Relation (2.31T)1. 

Suppose X is a compact subset of Rd, and that M.{X} denotes its mean i-
1 

projection, i.e. the mean i-dimensional Lebesgue measure of its or

thogonal projection onto an isotropic i-subspace in Rd (i ~ O, ••• ,d ; 

with Mo == 1, Md == !X!d). For smooth convex bodies, the mean projec-

tions equal, apart from constant factors, the quermassintegrals of 
integral geometry [4; Relation, (2.2 7T) 1. Let F s be an isotropic uni-

form random (IUR) s-flat hitting X, Le. governed by restricted and 

normalized invariant s-flat measure in Rd . Then X nF is a random 
s 

s-dimensional compact subset, which has its own set of (random) mean 

projections M~s) with respeat to F as aontaining spaae. and we have 
J s 

the striking result 

(2.1) (O ..;; r ..;; s ..;; d) • 

This extends to a corresponding result relating to a finite aggregate 
of compact subsets {iX} ei = 1, ... ,n) each ex, as follows. If the 

scalar or vector Z is sorne doma in characteristic, then the aggregate 
mean value of Z is defined as 

E{Z} = 
-1 

n 
n 
l. . Z 

i=1 1 

The (random) sectional mean E{M(s)}' for m independent IUR s-flat sec
r 

tions of X is also defined in the obvious way as the sum of the Mes) 
r 

values for each flat/subset intersection; divided by the total number 
of such intersections; then, as m + -, almost surely 
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(Z. Z) 

[7; Sections 5,6]. 

Although this result holds for rather general iX, in this paper we 
shall only be concerned with the specific case where they form a (po
lytopal) tessellation, i.e. each point of X .(apart from boundaries 

diX) lies in one and only one iX and, apart from edge effects on dX, 

the iX are d-dimensional convex polytopes. 

Since X is arbitrary, (Z.Z) may be extended as an almost sure identity 

(Z.3) 

for an ergodic homogeneous and isotropic random polytopal tessellation 

in Rd [9; Section 3.4.6], where E{M.} are ergodic mean polytope values 
~ 

and E{M(s)} is the corresponding mean value for an arbitrary s-flat 
r 

section of the tessellation. 

CONSISTENCY OF (Z.3). These formulae are consistent in the following 

sense. Write T d for the random tessellation in Rd , T s for the sectio

nal random. tessella tion T d n F s and T t for T s n F t' where t < s and 

Ft e F . Then the values E{M~t)1 for T may be obtained either by dou-
s ~.t 

ble application of (Z.3}) or alternatively by a single application of 

(Z.3) with s=t. Equating these, there results a set of consistency re-

lations between the E{M~t)}. 
~ 

As an example, consider the random polytopal tessellation Pd(p) deter

mined by isotropic Poisson hyperplanes of intensity P in Rd , Pp(d-l,d) 

([9; Section 3.4.6]; see also [3; Chapter 6]). P p (d-1 , d) is characte

rized by the property that the number of hyperplanes hitting any com

pact X e Rd has a Poisson (pM1{X}) distribution [9; Theorem 1]. For 

Pd(Pd) 

(Z.4) E{M } 
r 

Zr _r~(r=4-:::-+_1_)_ ¡r(d;l))r 
r(dz-r +1) r-(d) "2 Pd 

[9; Relation (62) with t=d, s=r]. Now 

for which, by (Z.3), (2.4) holds with d replaced by s, and 
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MEAN CROSS-SECTION OF HIT AGGREGATE. Besides the sectional tessella
tion Ts = Td n Fs ' another quantity of interest is the union U of po-

lytopes'of Td hit by Fs . We now derive a formula for the mean (d-s)

content, E{Vd_s }' of the intersection of U with orthogonal (d-s)

flats Fd_s . Suppose the generic 'f' denotes ergodic densities of pol~ 

topes of Td , in.which each polytope has equal weight. Now the 'chance' 

Fs hits any specific polytope T of To:Md_s{T}, so that the aggregate 

of cells hit by Fs has ergodic densities o: Md_sf(Md_s '.). Hence the 

mean d-volume Vd of each is 

(2.5) 

For Ts ' by (2.3) , 

It follows from (2.5), (2.6) that 

E{Vd _ s } E{d-content of U per unit s-content of Fs } 

Ei{Vd}/E{Vs } = E{Md_sVd}/E{Vd} , 

which is the expectation of Md_s for a Vd-weighted random member of 

Td • 

THE POLYTOPAL CHARACTERISTICS y~k). Actually, (1.3) applies to random 
J 

aggregates of quite general random 'subsets of Rd . When specializing 

to tessellations, the facet structure of the polytope boundaries per
mits (2.3) to be replaced by a larger system of such basic relations. 

Writing Tt,i (i = 1, ••. ,Nt ) for the Nt t-facets of a convex polytope 

T, we define 

Defining Lr to be the sum of the r-contents of the Nr r-facets of T, 

we have the special cases 

y(r) = L y td ) M 
r r r r 

y(r) 
o 

N 
r 

(O E;; r E;; d) 

(2.1) is replaced by the larger system 

(2.7) E y(s+u-d) {T n:F } 
r s 

(u) (d) 
Kd (s, u)Yd-s+r {T}/Md_s {T} , (OE;;rE;;s+u-dE;;sE;;d), 

where 

[7; Section 101. As (2.1) becomes (2.3) for a random tessellation, so 
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(Z.7) must be replaeed by the same relation having two expeetations 
on the right side. An important formula for eonvex polytopes is 

1 N 
{r(S+zl)r(d-Sz+l)/Tr2r(d+z l)} LS L .1/1 • 

i=l S,~ s,~ 
(Z.8) M {T} 

s 

where 1/1 • is the normalized (so that the total angle at an s-faeet, 
S,1. ' . 

in the orthogonal (d-s)-subspaee, is 1) exterior angle at the s-faeet 
T . [4; Relation (Z.18!)]. 
s,~ 

3. VORONOl TESSELLATIONS. 

In geometrieal statistieal applieations, it is desirable to have a va
riety of speeifie random tessellations, for modelling purposes. A na
tural souree of sueh models are three dimensional flat seetions of 
higher dimensional tessellations. As we have just seen, seetioning P 
tessellations leads to nothing new. However, this is not the ease for 
the other basie elass of speeifie tessellations, the Voronoi (someti

mes Thiessen, or Diriehlet) tessellations. We now determine basie pro
perties of Voronoi tessellations, before eonsidering their flat see
tions in Seetion 4. 

The basie building bloek for a Voronoi tessellation is an underlying 
stoehastie point proeess. For simplieity, we shall simply take the lat 

ter as the homogeneous Poisson point proeess Pp(O,d) of intensity p 

in Rd , for whieh the number of point partiales falling in any measur~ 
bIe set X has a Poisson (pIXl d ) distribution, and realizations in dis 

joint sets are mutually independent. Eaeh point x E Rd has an (almost 

surely well-defined) nearest particle of Pp(O,d). The set of all x 

with the same nearest partiele is (almost surely) the interseetion of 

a finite number of Copen) halfspaees in mutual general position, and 
so is a (simple eonvex) polytope Tx [1 ;p.S8]; x E Tx and may be rega~ 

ded as its nualeus (partiele). Being simple, every s-faeet of Tx lies 
d-s in the boundaries of (d-t) t-faeets of Tx (O ~ s ~ t ~ d). 

The aggregate of sueh polytopal aells e6nstitutes a raridom tes sella

tion V = Ved) of Rd , whieh is ergodie, homogeneous and isotropic. V(1) 

is a sequenee of random intervals in R1. It is easily analysed, with 
the interval distributi6n being r(2,Zp), i.e. the distribution of the 
sum of two independent exponential (2p) random variables. For di5CUS
sions of VeZ) and V(3), the reader may eonsult [2] and [8], respeeti
vely .. 

BASIe (ALMOST SURE) PROPERTIES OF V. As with all polytopal tes sella
tions. each (d-l1-faeet bounds two eells./but in this ease it is a por 
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the two assoeiated nuclei. More general1y, each s-facet lies in the 

boundaries of d-s+1 cells (s = D, ... ,d-1): tessellations having this 
property we call normal, because real-life tessellations for d = 1,2,3 
commonly possess this property. Moreover, for V, each s-facet is a 
portion of the s-flat all of whose points are equidistant from the as
sociated d-s+1 nuclei. In particular, each vertex (O-facet) is a ver

tex of d+1 cells and is the circumcentre of the circumsphere through 
the associated d+1 nuclei. 

Now for sorne notation. For partieles xo, ... ,xd_s in general position 

in Rd , 

is the equidistant s-flat (s = 0, ... d-1). Y E Fs lies in the common 

s-facet of the cells with nuclei xo, ... ,xd_s iff the unique d-sphere 

centre y through xo, ... ,xd _ s contains no other particles of Pp(O,d). 

THE VALUE OF E{L s } FOR Ved). If obvious interest are the ergodic dis

tributions and momentsof characteristics of the members of Ved). Wri-

ting Vd = L(d) one obvious one is 
d ' 

(3.1) 

true whatever the underlying (ergodic) stochastic point process. We 

shall now derive the yalues of the other E{Ls}, and apply them in in
vestigating sectional Voronoi tessellations (Section 4). 

The method relies heavily on a re-parametrization of xo" .. ,xd_s 

- supposed to have general position in Rd - which lie in a unique 

(d-s)-flat Fd_s ' Write Vd_s for (d-s)! times the (d-s)-content of the 

(d-s)-simplex with vertices xo, ... ,xd_s ' and suppose Qd_s(z,R) is the 

unique (d-s)-sphere through xo""'xd_s ' Then we have, in polar coor

dinates within Fd _ s ' 

">zx. 
1. 

= R u~d-s) 
1. 

for unit vectors u~d-s). write dO~d-s) for the volume element of a 
1.' 1. 

unit sphere in Fd_s corresponding to ~~d-s) (i = O, ... ,d-s). Finally, 

write Fs(O) for the s-subspace orthogonal to Fd _ s ' and parallelto 

Fs = {z} + Fs(O)' 

Now the (d-s+1)-set xo '" "xd _ s is alternatively parametrized by 

(d-s) (d-s) 
z, R, Fs(O)' U o , ..• ,u d-s 

and we have the corresponding integral geometric density relationship 
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v~~! Rd (d-s)-1 dz dR dFs(O) dO!d-S) 

dO(d-s) 
... d-s 

due to Blaschke & Petkantschin [9; Relation (74)1. Next, we express 

points y in Fs in terms of polar coordinates (S,v(s») within Fs with 

respect to z as origin, so that 

say, and 

(3.3) 

(i o, ... d-s) 

Pr{y E associated s-facet of V!particles at xo " .. ,xd_s } 

Pr{int Qd(y,T) contains no particles} 

d exp(-p udT ) . 

The probability element for particles of Pp(O,d) in dxo " .. ,dxd_s is 

pd-s+1 rr1:~ dx i , so that the probability element for a (d-s+l)-set of 

particles within limitations dz, dR, dF (O),dO(d-S) , ... ,dO(d-s) is 
s o d-s 

pd-s+1 Vs +1 Rd (d-s)-1 dz dR dF dO(d-s) ... dO(d-s) 
d-s . s(O) o d-s 

Now consider the contribution ls fromgiven particles at xo, ... xd_s 

to the total s-facet contento We may write 

where I(S,v(s») indicates that (S,v(s») lies in an s-facet of V. 
Hence, by the complete independence of Poisson point processes, 

(3.4) 

JJ E{I(S,v(s»)}Ss-1 dS dO(s) 

as J eXPC-PUjTd) Ss-1 dS . 

It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that 

(3.5) EUs from particle (d-s+l)-sets with circumcentre in dz} 

J ... J vs+1 dO(d-s) ... dO(d-s) 
d-s o d-s 
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sayo The (d-s+1)! factor arises because with total int~gration every 
particle (d~s+l) -set is counted this many times. By [6; Relation (12)] 

(3.6) 

while 

(3.7) 
rcd(d-s))r(~) 

2 2 

As for J 2 , this is crd - s +1 times the mean value of Vs +1 for d-s+1 
d-s d-s 

particles chosen independently and uniformly on the unit.sphere in 

Rd - s • Its value, 

(3.8) d-s+l cr d _ s 

is derived in [6; Theorem 2], essentially by manipulation of the ba
sic Bláschke-Petkantschin formula (3.2). Now Xs in (3.5) is the ave-

rage s-content of s-facet per unit d-content of Rd • Hence, since each 
s-facet is an s-facet of d-s+1 distinct cells of V, we have 

(3.9) EU } 
s 

which, by (3.1) and (3.5) - (3.8) 

(O ,.¡;; s ,.¡;; d) • 

Special cases are, for s=d, (3.1) ·and, for 5=0, the mean number oÍ. 
vertices 

¡ r(~+ l))d 

r(~) 
(d 1,2, ... ) . 

No other ergodic distributions or moments of 'Vare known. Obvious tar 
gets are formulae for E{M } and E{N·}. 

s s 

Each vertex of V is the circurncentre of a set of d+1 particles o{ 
Pp(O,d), the convex hull of which is a simplex. It turns out that the 

aggregate of su eh simplices is a random tessellation - the Delaunay 

tessellation [11]. Its ergodic distribution and the valuiesof E{V~} 
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are derived in [9; Relations (76),(77)]. 

4.- SECTIONAL VORONOI TESSELLATIONS. 

Our main"concern in this paper is with the sectional Voronoi tessel
lations 

V(s,d) = Ved) n Fs 

for an arbitrary s-flat Fs ' Note that, in this notation, V = Ved) = 
= V (d,-d). Providing the intersections are nonvoid~ F s intersects cells 
of V in simple s-polytopes and t-facets in (s+t-d)-facets. As expec
ted, each such (s+t-d)-facet lies in the boundaries of s-{s+t-d)+1 
= d-t+1 cells of V(s,d). Thus, topologically, V(s,d) has the same 

properties relative to Fs as V has relative to Rd , and is a normal te 
ssellation. 

We now investigate the application of (2.3) to v(s,d). 

5=1: Hence FI intersects the polytope boundaries of V in an ergodic 

stationary (= homogeneous) stochastic point process. V(1,d) comprises 
the intervals so formed, and the obvious goal here is to determine 
the (ergodic) interval length (L) distribution. (2.3) reduces to one 
relation, viz. 

(4.1) 

which, by [4;, Relation (2.21)] , 
1 

{2n2r(d;1)/r(~)} E(Vd)/E(Ld_ l ) 

which, by (3.9) , 

r (d 1) ,r (~) 2 -2 ¿. 

(d-1) ! r (~) r (~1) 1 - (1 Id) r (2-~) p 1 Id 

Note that, a-s d ->- .. 

1 

E{L} ->- (2e)-2 0.4289. 

This limiting process is examined in closer detail, and an integral 
expression for the distribution of L is given, in the next section. 

5=2: Here V(2,d) is aplanar tessellation, and (2.3) yields the two 
relations 

(4.2) E{A} E{Vd }/E{Md_2 } 

(4.3) E{M .. }/E{M. ~ 
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(A = area, B = perimeter). Simple geometric eonsiderations in a 2-
flat órthogonal to any (d-2)-faeet show that the sum of the three ex 
terior angles there is 1/2. It follows from (Z.8) that, for V , 

and so (4. 2) , (4.3) beeome 

(4.4) E{A} 

(4.5) E{B} 

3 d r(3zd - 1) r(~)3 

2/d 
p 

6(d-l)! r(~)r(3zd-l) r(2-~) 

1 Id 
p 

Of eourse, beeause eaeh vertex in V(Z,d) is vertex of three polygons, 
the mean number of vertiees 

E{N} = 6 

As d -->- 00 , 
1 

E{A} -->-
2 3 Irre 0.Z028 

and 
1 

E{B} -->- (6/e)2 = 1.486 

The reader may check the eonsisteney of (4.1) and (4.4), (4.5), by 
considering a line seetion of V(2,d). 

The dimensionless aggregate polygon rotundness measure 

e = 4rr E{A}/E{B}2 , 

as a funetion of d, is of interest. As d inereases from Z to "", it 

increases from 0.785 to 1.155, suggesting that the polygons become 
more rotund on average as d inereases (ef. [5; p. 1191). 

s = 3: Here applieation of (Z.3) (and (2.7)) yields 

(4.6) E{V} E{V }/E{M(d)} 
d d-3 

1 

(4.7) E{S} = {Zr (~) Irr2 r (~) }E{L (d) } IE{M (d) } 
2 2 d-l d-3 

(4.8) E{M(3)} 
1 

E{M(d)}/E{M(d)} 
d-2 d-3 

(4.9) E{L(3)} 
1 

{Z/(d-1)} E{L(d)}/L{M(d)} 
d-2 d-3 

1 

(4.10) E{N(3)} 
O 

{rCd- 2)/rr2 r(d+1)}E{L(d)}/E{M(d}} 
Z Z d-3 d-3 

where S surfaee area. Note that, by Euler's formula and the faet 
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that each vertex líes in three faces, N~3) = (3/2)N~3) and N~3) 

= (N?») + 2. Unfortunateiy, there appears to be no geometrical iden

tity governing the exterior angles at (d-3)-facets, allowing E{M~~~} 

to be determined by means of (2.S). However, we know from (3.3) with 
5= d-3 that the conditional orientation density of the four parti-

d-2 cles generating a (d-3)~facet of V is proportional to '3 on the or-

thogonal 3-sphere. As d -+ =, this distribution tends to degeneracy, 
in which the four particles form an (isotropically oriented) equila
teral tetrahedron. Consider now the consequences.for the interior and 
exterior angles at (d-3)-facets of V. The in~erior angles actually 
correspond to the spherical Voronoi division of the 3-sphere genera
ted by the particle orientations, and '50 each tends to 1/4. The ex
terior angles are those of the dual regions on the 3-sphere [13; 
p.70.S1; by this duality 

A + B* = A* + B = t 
From this it follows that each exterior angle tends to 

13.-1(1) 
~ = 8 - 4n S1n ! ' 

so that, by (2.S), as d -+ = , 
1 

E{M~~~} /E{l~~~} -+ {r (~ - 1) /n2r(d;1)} ~ 

Applícation of this and other formulae to (4.6) - (4.10.) yields 

E{V} -+ 1 /16ne3/ 2 ~ 0..10.12 

E{S} -+ 1/23/ 2ne ~ 0..9437 

E{M(3)} = E{L(3)}/12 
1 1 -+ 1/16(3e)1/2 1/1 0..49S9 

E{N(3)} 
2 -+ 2 + (1/21/1) 13.39 

E{N(3)} 
1 -+ 3/2 ~ 34.19 

E{N(3)} 
o 

-+ 1/1jJ 22.79 

as d -+ =. Real-life observational and experimental models have indi
cated the cornmon ocurrence of random normal tessellations with values 

of E{N~3)} between 13 and 15. Thus, assuming that E{N~3)} for V(3,d) 

decreases monotonically from 15.54 to 13.39 as d increases from 3 to 
=, the random tessellations {V(3,d)} (d = 3,4, ... ) may be advanced as 
natural stochastic models for these pheno~ena. For further details, 
see [S; Section 61 . 

s~ 4: The aboye cases s = 1,2,3 are those of obvious practical signi-
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carried out for g.enera1 s, wi th .i ts asyrnptotics invo1 ving an equilate
ra1 (s+1)-simp1ex inscribed in an s-sphere. 

5. REDUCED DIHENSION STOCHASTIC EQUIVALENCE. 

The effect of any partic1e x in Pp(O,d) on V(s,d) is on1y by way of 

its nearest point y of Fs and the distante Ixyll. Hence V(s,d) is sto 

chastica11y equiva1ent to V(s,s+l) w{th respect to ~ new ~(O,s+l) den 
sity which is that of Pp(O,d) co11apsed by rotation onto a ha1f-Fs +1 

• d-s-l with bounding s-f1at Fs • This density is p ad_sr , where r deno-

tes orthogona1'distance from Fs ; note that it is inhomogeneous. We i1-

1ustrate this stochastic equiva1ence in the case 5=1 by considering, 
in the first instance, the case in which the partic1es form an inhom~ 

geneous Poisson process in R2 of intensity p(y) (y ~ O), with FI 
= the x-axis. 

We begin by exp10ring the joint distribution of two partic1es in R2 , 

given that they give rise, as the intersection of theirperpendicu1ar 
bisector with Ox, to an endpoint Hof the interva1 process V(l,2) on 
Ox. The necessaryand sufficient condition for this to occur is shown 
in Fig.1. 

o 
v 

~. Geometry of an interval end point H of V(l,d). 

Tha t is, there are two par!tic1es on the semicirc1e C wi th centre H, 
radius r, and noné wi thin ,C., We suppose those partic1es have angular 
coordinates ~,w(-n/2 ~ ~ ~ W ~ n/2) with respect to the orthogona1 to 
Ox at H, and are interested in the joint diftribution of (r;~,w) gi
ven that the two partic1es give rise to H.'The method is e1ementary" 
and uses the a1ternative coordinates shown in Fig.l, i.e. partic1es at 
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(u,a) and (u+v,bl (a,v,b > O). We have 

(5.1) Pr{particles in (du,da) and (du+v,db), and none in int e} 

J
r 2 2 1/2 

= pea) p(b) du da dv dh exp{-2 O p(y)(r -y) dy} 

Integrating this respect to u over an interval of unit length, we ob

tain E{L}-lf(a,v,b) da dv db , wherethe joint density f(a,v,b) re

lates to a random such configuration on Fl. (Here, and below, f(*) 

means 'density of *'). Thus, transforming to the polar coordinates 
(r,t,.) (Fig.1), we have the ergodic density 

(5.2) f(r,t,.) a: p(r cos t)p(r cos .) r 2(sin. - sin t) 

exp{-zJ: p(y)(r2_y2)1/2 dy} 

We now specialise to V (1, d), for which p(y) = pOd_lyd-2 . Subs"titution 

of this in (5.Z) shows that r and (t,.) are independent, with norma
lized marginal probability densities 

f(r) d I p7[d/2 )2 - ~ r 2d - 2 

r(z - t) tr(~+ 1) 

fet,.) = (Zd-Z)! (cos ,p cos .)d-2 (sin. - sin t) 
Z2d-l ed-Z)!2 

A swift integration gives 

E{r} as 

while the mean projected particle separation onto Ox is 

e r;;;. O) , 

E{r (sin. - sin t)} E{r}.E{sin. - sin,p} = EU} 

given in e4.1). 

To investigate the limiting behaviour óf the distributions of T, 

(t,.), we consider the new variables 
d d-l d+l 

R {(2e)27[--2-- / d--2--} r d 

a = 

Then it is easily shown that, as d "~ o> 

(i) the distribution of R .... r(2,p), so that r/E{r} .... 1 in probability; 
.!_.!_..L ____ 1...._1....!,..:: .... __ ...:1 ___ .: ..... _ 
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1 
'2 -1 1 2 2 f(a,a)'" (21T) (a-a)exp{-Z (a +a)} (-ClO < a ...;; a < ClO) 

with limiting marginal density 
1 2 1 2 

fea) = (21T 2)-I[e- a - (21T)2ae -a /2{1-w(a)}] (_ClO <: a < ClO). 

For the marginal of a, note that a and -a have the same distribution. 
Note also that, as d ... ClO, the project~.!n of the segment joining the 

two particles onto F1 - r(~-~) - (21Te)2 (S-a). 

This approach may be extended to two adjacent semicircles, resulting 
in an integral expression for the distribution of interval length L 

in V(l ,d). 

o 
v w 

Fig.2. Geometry of an interval HH' of V(l,d). 

F. 

Fig.2 shows the geometry. We' have particles P1,P 2,P3 at the points 

(u,a), (u+v,b) and (u+v+w,c), respectively (a,b,c,v,w> O). PI and P2 

determine the semicircle C with centre H E F1, as aboye, and likewise 

P2 and P3 determine the semicircle C' with centre H' al so E F1. The 

Voronoi geometry requires that there are no other particles within 
U = C U C', so that HH', of length L, is a typical interval of V(l,d). 
Then, with Poisson intensity p(y), the analogue of (5.1) is 

Pr{particles in (du,da), (dü+V,db) and (du+v+w,dc), 

and none in int U} 

Jmax<r,r') 
p(a)p(b)p(c) du da dv db dw 4c exp{- O p(y)l(y) dy , 

where ley) is the length of the intersection of a line parallel to, 
and distant y from, F1 with U, and r,r' are the radii of C,C'. Again 

integration with respect to u over a unit interval gives 
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E{L}-I f(a,b,c,v,w} da db dc dv dw. Next we switch from (a,b,c,v,w) 

to (L,~,~,~' ,~'), where 

PI has polar coordinates (r,~) with respect to H 

{ (r,~) with respect to H 
Pz has polar coordinates 

(r ' ,~') with respect to H' 

P3 has polar coordinates (r ' ,~') with respect to H' 

(fig.2, cf. also Fig.1). The transformation relations are 

with 

a = L cos~cos ~'/sin(~-~'} 

b L cos ~ cos ~ I /sin(~-~ '} 

c = L cos ~cos ~ '/sin(~-~'} 

v = L cos ~'(sin~- sin ~)/sin(~-~'} 

w L cos~ (sin~' - sin ~')/sin(~-~'} 

a Ca,b,c,v,w} L 4 (cos ~ cos ~ I ) 2 

a (L, ~ , ~ , ~ I ,~' ) 

{COS~cOS(~_~'} + sin~sin(~-~'} - cos ~'}{cOS ~' cOS(~_~'} -

- sin ~ I sin(~-~') - cos ~}. 

Thus in principIe we have the joint density 

where 

f(L,~,~,~' ,~') E{L}I a(a,b,c,v,w} I p(a}p(b}p(c} 
a (L,~,~,~' ,~') 

fmax(r,r l ) 

exp{- o p(y}!(y} dy} 

r = L cos ~'/sin(~-~'} r ' = L cos ~ /sin(~-~ '} 

Finally, the marginal density of L results on integrating 

f(L,~,~,~' ,~'} over the (~,~,~' ,~')-set 

[-11/2 .;;; ~ .;;; ~ .;;; 11/21 n [-11/2 < ~' .;;; ~' < 1I/2J n [~' .;;; ~I . 

In the V(1,d) case, when p(y} d-2 {} pOd_IY ,E L is given by (4.1) an~ 

as may be anticipated from Fig.2, the integrations with respect to ~ 

(from -11/2 to ~) and ~' (from ~' to 11/2) are elementary, being finite 
series in closed formo 

6. GENERALIZED VORONOI TESSELLATIONS. 
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to a single partiele of tbe underlyi~g point proeess. However, eaeh 

point of Rd (almost surely) has a well-defined set of nearest n parti

eles (n = 2,3 •... ). Similarly the set of points with the same nearest 
n partieles eonstitutes a simple eonvex polytope, and the aggregate of 
sueh polytopal eells is a generalized Voronoi tessellation V of Rd 

n 
(see [5.101 for diseussions of the case d=2); thus V = VI. Like Vand 

V(s,d). Vn is a normal random tessellation. 

One pieee of the previous theory extends effortlessly to Vn . We have 

(ef. Seetion 3 for notation): for partieles xO' ... ,xd_s a point y E F, 

lies in an assoeiated s-faeet of Vn iff int Qd(y,T) eontains n-l par

tieles of Pp(O.d). an event of probability 

(pUdTd)n-1 exp(- PU dTd)/(n-l)! 

With this modifieation. the theory of Seetion 3 earries overo to 

yield (suffix n - Vn) 

E {L } n s 
s r(d+n-s-l+cr) 

(n-l)!r(d-s+~) 

E{L } 
s 

Unfortunately. En{Vd} is only known in two eases.viz. 

1/(2n~1)p [S; Theorem 10.11 . 

Apart from this it is known that, beeause of the one-to-one eorrespo~ 

denee between (d-l)-faeets of V and eells of V2 ' 

where of eourse the value of E{Nd_1} is also unknown. 

We may al so seetion Vn and naturally write 

It is possible to write down an integral expression for the ergodie 

moments of Vs for Vn(s.d) • as we now show. Seleetan arbitrary point 

O = Xo as origin in Fs . It lies in a random polytope To of Vn(s,d) 

whose distribution is that of a Uniform random member of Vn(s.d) 

weighted by Vs. Thus the kth order moment of Vs(To) is 
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Now we may write 

V eT ) = J Iex) dx 
s o F s 

where Iex) indicates that x E To . Thus, in the usual way, 

E J F ... J F I (Xl) ... I (Xk) dx l ··· dXk 
s s 

J
F 

••• JF E{I(xl)···I(xk)} dxl" .. dxk 
s s 

JF ... JF Pr{xI' ... 'X~ all E To} dxl .•. dxk . 
s s 

Now 

and the latter event occurs iff there are particles of Pp(O,d) at 

YI'·· . 'Yn and 
k n 

U = int i~O j~l Qd(xi,IYj-Xil l ) 

contains no particles of Pp(O,d). Thus 

k_J. J J J -pluld E V {V } - ••• ••• e 
n, s s F F d d 

s s R R 

Further progre ss seems unlikely, given the complex nature of the ball 
union U. 
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